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DEVELOPMENT OF UNIVERSITY/INDUSTRY COOPERATIVE

RESEARCH CENTERS: HISTORICAL PROFILES

INTRODUCTI ON

The University!Industry Cooperative Research Centers Program (UICRC)

has now been in operation long enough to have acquired a substantial body

of experience. Many of the prescriptive lessons learned from this experi

ence have been summarized in a companion volume, the Practice Manual. But

it is also helpful to have the details of others' experiences made avail

able so that one can test for possible parallels in behavior. Thus, the

purpose of this volume is to summarize in a brief compass the development

and current state of the seven active UICRC's (this excludes only the MIT

Polymer Processing Center, now operating independently of NSF).

The effort to document the development of the Centers has been of

necessi ty primarily a post hoc exerci se. The creati on of the Di visi on of

Industrial Science and Technological Innovation brought the UICRC program

together with the Innovation Processes Research Section to provide a focus

for assessment of Center operati ons, UICRC staff had recogni zed the need

for assessment of each Center and had in all but one case built an assess

ment component into the final grant awards. IPR staff provided the exper

tise for developing a framework to make comparisons among Centers. The IPR
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these cases rests with the Center eval uators -- personnel associ ated with

(but not part ofj the Centers themselves -- and only editorial judgment has

been applied by the NSF staff in this compilation.

The experi ences in these cases are a sampl e -- but only a sampl e n

of what future Centers may expect to encounter. One of the themes which

clearly emerges from these pages is the degree to which the peculiar cir

cumstances of both uni vers i ty and i ndustri a1 bases n the organi zati ona1

and cultural context of the research area -- will shape the evolutionary

process. Other Centers, in other uni versi ti es and industri es , can expect

to encounter their own range of odd and wonderful happenings.

Agai nand agai n, we see that the issues most hotly debated at the

planning phases of a Center -- patents, publication delays, and the rela

tive priority of basic and appl ied research -- tend to become non-issues

once operati ons begi n, The issues most sal i ent in the operati onal phases

-- pressure for results, reporting procedures, and time allocations -- are

hardly thought about at the earl i er stages. To the degree that 1ater con

cerns can be anticipated and coped with earlier, the whole process will be

more efficient.

The Practice Manual which parallels this case summary is a sort of

road map through these cases, and shoul d hel p the reader to navi gate the

twi sts and turns, and more fully understand the paths these Centers have

taken. Seei ng what others have been through may offer at 1east some ways

to anticipate how the general issues described in the Practice Manual are

played out in the real world.



UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

CENTER FOR U-MASS/INDUSTRY RESEARCH IN POLYMERS

R. Christopher Knight

Institute for Governmental Studies

University of Massachusetts

The Center for U-Mass/Industry Research on Polymers (CUMIRP) is

designed to establish a permanent industry-sponsored, self-sustaining

Center for University of Massachusetts and industry cooperative research in

po lymer sci ences and technology. At thi s wri t i ng, CUMIRP is approachi ng

the end of the second year of successful 0 perations. Thi rteen compani es

have committed themselves to three-year membershi ps and fifteen faculty

research project have been initiated. More importantly, industrial members

have expressed enthusiasm for the potential of the project and continue to'

support its development.

Current Structure and Organization

The project is jointly funded by the National Science Foundation and

the industrial members. For the first three years NSF contributes roughly

$250,000 each year, then decreases its contribution to $150,000 in the

fourth year, and $125,000 in the fifth year. Thirteen industrial members
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Industrial Program Monitors: Monitors are bench-level industrial

scientists selected by the CUMIRP industrial representatives. They are

responsible for reviewing specific CUMIRP activities of interest, inter

act i ng with faculty around these sci ent ifi c proj ects, and communi cat i rig

useful results to interested scientists in their corporation.

Ph.D. Students and Post-Doctoral Scientts-ts: These students and sci

entists from the UMass PSE department work under the scientific direction

of faculty conducting CUMIRP projects.

Principal Investigators: The two principal investigators are totally

responsible for maintaining a research program of mutual interest to indus

try and the PSE faculty, interacting with UMass administration, and hand

ling the apportionment of funds.

Project Director: The project director is principally responsible for

the administrative concerns of CUMIRP including the maintenance of coordi

nation with industry and NSF, and working closely with the steering commit

tee to carry out its administrative intentions.

Faculty members reserve the right to publish in scientific journals

the results of the research conducted withi n the CUMIRP Proj ect , The

sponsori ng companies, however, have the oppo rtunity to revi ew any paper

containing results of the research program prior to submission of the

paper, and have the right collectively or individually to delay publication

for as much as one year. For all inventions conceived or first actually

reduced to- practice in the course of CUMIRP research, the university will

apply for a patent and grant a non-exclusive royalty-free license for the

life of any U.S. patent (or patent applications) to each company which is a

sponsor at the time of the particular invention covered by the patent.

Interested companies must agree, however, to pay a share of patenting
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a1ready contri buted to the UMass PSE department through the Unrestri cted

Grants program. Faculty members were concerned that the development of a

large cooperative project could lead to declining interest in unrestricted

grants. The faculty were also concerned about the possibility of creating

another set of administrative responsibilities, not to mention the amount

of effort that would be required to develop the 9rant. With these concerns·

in mind, there was still a general consensus that the development of such a

cooperative relationship could be a useful undertaking.

During the same period, the PI's were in contact with officials of

NSF. Abstracts of potential research projects were collected from inter

ested faculty, and all faculty were mobil i zed to contact thei r sci entifi c

colleagues in industry to float the idea of the project and to receive any

suggestions from them.

Early in 1979 a major impediment to the development of CUMIRP was

overcome when the PI's di scovered that a recently reti red research manager

from a major corporation would be available to work with them. Because of

his background he was able to work with the principal investigators without

having to rely entirely on their association with scientists in the indus

try. Working together, the PI's and the consultant were able to bring

together the desires of the faculty and the suggestions they received from

industrial contacts to submit a planning grant to NSF in May 1979.

Planning Grant Period

Pl anni ng grant funds were recei ved in September 1979 and the consul

tant joi ned the UMass PSE department as the CUMIRP program manager. Once

again, the contacts of the faculty (and of the recently hired consultant)

were used to establ ish the identity of the highest appropriate corporate
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organization. There was very quick agreement favoring a fixed yearly fee

schedule as opposed to a sliding schedule based on corporate sales. It

al so became cl ear that many industri al representati ves preferred that the

faculty involve themselves in research concerned with fundamental ideas and

concepts in polymer science focused around a single or limited number of

scientific themes. It was agreed that the theme of "functional and post

reacti ve polymers" was of interest to most i ndustri es present. However,

the discussion did include suggestions for some changes in broad research

topi cs , These suggestions seemed mutua11y agreeable and advantageous to

both industrial and university interests. Industrial representatives were

given abstracts of faculty research proposals for examination.

During February 1980 the principal investigators and planning grant

program manager met together with UMass/PSE faculty to consider the results

of their first meeting with potential industrial members and to reformulate

a research plan. It was proposed that research through this cooperative

organization should focus on exploring areas of fundamental polymer science

judged to have the greatest potential for advancing polymer technology. It

was proposed that research projects start in areas of existing strength for

the PSE faculty, ultimately leading to new areas of high interest common to

both industry -and faculty: network polymers, extended lifetime polymers,

and techniques for monitoring polymer post-reactions. An organizational

structure and a proposal for three-year commitments with a fixed fee for

each industrial member were formulated for presentation at the February

meeting with potential industrial members.

The February 1980 meeting with industrial representatives, the princi

pal investigators, the program manager, and the NSF representative was held

at Hartford Ai rport. Twenty-one companies were represented (some of those
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discussions with corporate managers. Private discussions, especially with

those compasanies with which the department enjoyed long and friendly

relationships, established an unofficial but firm understanding that CUMIRP

would not be considered a substitute for contributions to the unrestricted

funds program.

In April 1980 the CUMIRP grant proposal was submitted to NSF. At the

same time, Letters of Intent to participate were requested from all compa

nies that had attended the initial meetings. In June 1980 a meeting was

held at UMass and attended by 13 industrial representatives whose corpora

tions had returned Letters of Intent. By this time there was essential

agreement about the issue of patent rights for CUMIRP participants. There

was some discussion of the protection of information and the participants'

right to a one-year lead time on all publ ications. This discusssion was,

however, not considered terribly crucial. The research to be conducted

would be of a fundamental nature, and the protection of proprietary rights

to information seemed unimportant for most cases. The first part of the

meeting was, in fact, concerned with more general discussions of the

structure of the advisory committee and the industrial monitoring system.

A budget for the first year of CUMIRP was presented by the principal

investigators. The last half of the meeting was taken up by faculty

presentations of first year proposals.

By July 1980 industrial representatives had had another opportunity to

look over faculty proposals and to indicate their interest in them. The

levels of expressed interest by the corporate representatives varied widely

across companies. There were, however, no overtly negative responses to

any of the proposed research projects. During this same period, the steer

ing committee reviewing the faculty proposals decided to fund 15 projects
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During this October meeting several industrial representatives sug

gested that time be set aside during the advisory committee meeting for a

private caucus of industrial members. Although there was not complete

agreement that this was a useful idea, it was finally decided to arrange

for this closed caucus at future meetings. In general, it was thought that

there could be issues of particular concern to the industrial representa

tives which they would like to discuss among themselves and about which

they would prefer to express opinions with a single voice. In particular,

it was suggested that because steering committee members were also members

of the UMass/PSE department, they could face difficult problems wit~ inter

nal pol itics concerning decisions on funding and defunding of research

projects proposed by colleagues. Some industrial representatives felt that

the political difficulty of this position could be reduced by the presenta

tion of recommendations and criticisms expressed specifically by the indus

tri al members.

By January 1981 members of the CUMIRP steering committee were already

involved in intensified recruitment of new industrial members for CUMIRP.

The first meeting of the industrial monitors was held at the university in

February 1981. Monitors are selected by the industrial members on the

advi sory committee to be i nvo1ved in substant i ve aspects of the research

projects. During the first meeting, monitors were introduced to the

faculty, given a tour of the facil ities, and introduced to graduate and

post-doctoral students. After the presentation of a general overview of

CUMIRP, each faculty member presented a short research paper.

Following these short presentations, monitors were given a list of the

research projects and asked to make priority ratings of those they would
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The recommendations put forward by the caucus of industrial sponsors

represent a recognition that CUMIRP is rapidly approaching another impor

tant step in its devel opment , As the next phase of CUMIRP approaches, it

becomes increasingly important for the industrial members to express their

interests and priorities in the funding of scientific projects. During the

first phase it was important to get the projects started and to involve as

many faculty as possible, working in areas of established strength. How

ever, the next phase of the CUMIRP Project is described as one in which

there will be a sorting out and testing of potential new major themes

identified under Phase I, an evaluation of the progress toward goals of the

CUMIRP program, and the re-establ i shment of di rections as needed. Duri ng

the next phase, research proposals will have to be more focused and almost

inevitably some proposals will be rejected.

During April 1981 the steering committee received 17 faculty proposals

for CUMIRP research during the second year. Ratings of interest in each

project were solicited from each of the industrial members before decisions

were made by the steering committee; one of the project proposed was

dropped as a result of this process.

Current Issues

Background: A variety of important preconditions hel ped facil itate

the development of CUMIRP. In some cases, from either the academic depart

ment's point of view or the industrial participant's point of view, certain

preconditions were indispensible. First, the UMass PSE Department is one

of the top three, if not the best, department in the world. This fact was

mentioned as a major attraction by every industrial representative inter

viewed. Second, industrial representatives mentioned that they are inter-
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the last decade or so, there has been some disappointment about the number

of science students applying to polymer science graduate programs. On a

national level, many of the best students have gone into other fields or

have entered industry at high salaries after the bachelor degree. Polymer

science departments across the country have accepted a disproportionate

number of foreign students who tend to return to their own countries to

work after graduation. Industrial laboratories have had to recruit scien

tists from other related fields and train them as polymer scientists in

their own laboratories. As a consequence, companies have taken a consider

able interest in promoting advanced education and especially education

whi ch wi 11 ready students to enter i ndustri al sci ence careers on gradua

tion.

Potential Benefits: One of the more significant benefits of CUMIRP is

the participation of industry in furthering research on ideas and concepts

and being exposed to major trends on the cutting edge of polymer science

and technology. It seems clear that large corporations such as those in~

volved in CUMIRP are most capable of benefiting from minimal or diffuse

influences on research that advances fundamental scientific knowledge. The

CUMIRP Project is structured to give the possibility of competitive advan

tage to participating companies. However, the fact that research is direc

ted toward fundamental ideas and concepts reduces the importance of these

particular benefits. Most members of CUMIRP do not expect there to be any

patentable ideas to come out of research done within CUMIRP.

In a general sense, more vi gorous pursuit of research support from the

private sector seemed a prudent strategy to establish a more secure base of

funding. In the 1980-81 academic year, with the addition of a number of

industrial grants as well as CUMIRP, approximately 24% of the department's
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understood to be a uniquely useful organization compared to other available

mechanisms.

One unusual feature of CUMIRP is the bringing together of an entire

department, as well as scientists from other departments, to work on inde

pendent research projects around a common theme. It is expected that this
r:

organization of a "critical mass" will facil itate perceptibly better and

more creative scientific work than the funding of totally independent

projects.

One major intent of CUMIRP is to create an organi zation that will

support fundamental research initiated and directed by university sci en-

t i sts , whil e at the same time faci 1itat i ng the i ndustri al advi so ry com

mittee's participation in the general direction of these research projects.

At this point it is not yet clear how well this relationship will work. On

the one hand, how much influence or guidance of scientific judgement will,

or Should, the academic scientists accept? On the other hand, to what

extent will the industrial participants attempt, or should they attempt, to

inflence the direction of fundamental research?

CUMIRP is organi zed in such a way that its success depends on the

enthusiastic participation of a large number of faculty. The PSE faculty

are scientifically vigorous, conducting a large number of research pro-

jects, and have been very successful at finding grant monies to support

thei r research. They are not desperate for new sources of money. In thi s

sense, the talent and competence of faculty that is the strength of CUMIRP

is also a potential source of organizational problems. During the first

round of funding decisions by the steering committee, it was decided to

fund 15 projects rather than the intended 12, in part because the committee

felt it was important to include as many faculty as possible in the early
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tigators) has been a crucial factor in the successful development of the

CUMIRP Project. As the project matures it will be necessary for the pro

ject director and the principal investigators to reassess the partitioning

of their responsibilities continually.

The initial year of CUMIRP included the participation of 13 industrial

members. The results of the original recruiting efforts might have led to

a considerably larger number of industrial members. However, it is the

opinion of the project director and the principal investigators that the

participation of a significantly larger number of companies during the

first year would have made administration very difficult. As the number of

participating companies increases, it will be important to monitor the

continuing effectiveness of administrative and reporting procedures. More

over, it may eventually become necessary to set a limit on the number of

particpating companies in order to ensure the effective and satisfactory

operation of the project.

A number of factors that will affect industrial members' satisfaction

with CUMIRP have to do not so much with the organi zat iona 1 structu re as

with the collective expectations and needs of the participating companies.

While these issues will certainly be discussed or arise within the CUMIRP

organization, they are in some respects independent of it. The bottom line

for the satisfaction of industrial members is the productivity of the

faculty in generating scientific advances that are in areas of interest to

the companies.

While this is a continuing and fundamental issue, because of the

quality of faculty scientists it is not a particularly concerning issue to

most of the companies invol ved, Gi ven the rel ati vely small contributions

requi red by each particpating company, even a very few substantive advances
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that CUMIRP hold a competi t i ve auction to gai n excl us i ve patent ri ghts.

The fundamental focus of CUMIRP research al so diminishes the advantage of

delaying research publications. It appears that most industrial members

understand the improbability of gaining competitive advantages in the short

term.

The organization and structuring of CUMIRP is more likely to yield

benefits to corporations which are large and diversified. Obviously, no

single company can influence the choice of scientific projects to be under

taken, but all companies may have some influence. There is already some

evidence that less diversified companies can more easily become concerned

about the direction of individual research projects and more intense in

their demands for meetings and the exchange of information on those pro

jects which do interest them.

In many respects the interests of faculty sci enti sts are compati bl e

with the interests of industrial scientists. There are, however, some

special difficulties. Academic freedom is a most jealously regarded re

sponsibility and right. The desire of faculty to pursue research questions

of thei r own devi si ng has made unrestri cted government grants so popul ar ,

and has in parallel caused some dissatisfaction with individual faculty

grants from industry. The smooth operation of the publication delay pro

cess will be of the utmost importance in keeping faculty interest and com

mitment high.
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February 1980 Meeting with companies and NSF (21 companies attend)
(Hartford Airport). Presentation: new version of project,
agree on goals and structure of relationship, sketch of
timeline, research topic areas. Go ahead: industry agreed,
no more meetings needed before NSF grant proposal
submitted.

March 1980 Faculty propose topics and general descriptions of
research.

Faculty research topics sent to companies.

April 1980

June 1980

Industries respond to research topics; no negative
responses.

Submission of CUMIRP grant proposal to NSF.

Letters of Intent requested from companies.

Meeting with industry representatives (13 companies and
NSF) at UMass.

Agenda: 13 Letters of Intent received from industry;
discussion of language in agreement; freedom of information
issues; patents; bUdget for 1st year; structure of industry
advisory committee; industry monitors; publication of
research.

Research proposals: all faculty present research proposals
in more detail.

Research projects get underway.

Meeting 13 industries and NSF (UMass); most have signed
agreement.

Agenda: Review faculty research projects; budget;
UMass/industry communications; update of CUMIRP progress;
discuss industrial committee closed meetings; publications
approval process.

October 1980

July 1980 Industry responds to description of faculty research
proposed. Levels of interest varied across projects
depending on company, but no negative responses.

PI's decide to accept all faculty proposals to get broadest
participation (15 projects).

September 1980 NSF officially approves grant.

January 1981 Intensifying process for recruiting new CUMIRP industrial
members by project director.



OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY

CENTER FOR WELDING RESEARCH

George Smith

Department of Industrial Engineering

Ohio State University

The Center for Welding Research (CWR) at Ohio State University is

currently in its second full year of operation. It is organized to conduct

basic and applied research on problems associated with welding in all its

varieties, for applications from~tank cars to computers. Thirteen compan

ies are-currently members, and six research projects are underway. Welding

is a field currently undergoing some substantial changes resulting from

automation and other deve l opments , and CRW represents a significant

response by Ohio State and industry to these changes and developments.

Current Structure and Organization

CWR is jointly funded by NSF and industrial participants. For the

fi rst year NSF contributed $265,000; this contribution will decrease to

$120,000 in the fi fth and fi na1 year of Federal suppo rt , The compani es

have signed a three-year commitment at $30,000 per year. CWR is expected

to increase its number of industrial participants during NSF funding.
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this challenge was particularly difficult, since the entire full-time

faculty conststednf Chai rmanRoy McCauley and Professors David Howden and

Wi 11 i am Green. In fact, the cont i nued exi stence of thi s academi c depart

ment was under serious review by the university.

During 1976-1978, Howden, Green, and McCauley pursued a number of

possible sources of cooperative support. However, measureable progress was

not apparent until decisive events in the spring of 1978. At that time,

Dean Glower announced to the College of Engineering's "Committee of 100" (a

group of leading industrial executives who were OSU alumni), the formation

of a program called "The Engineering College Alliance with Industry." That

all i ance was intended to promote mutually benefi ci al cooperat i ve ventures

between the departments of the College of Engineering and the industrial

community.

At the same time, Dean Glower pursuaded McCauley to relinquish the

Chairmanship, which he had held for some twenty-five years, and to concen-

trate his efforts on developing a Welding Institute at OSU. Karl Graff,

Professor and former Chairman of Engineering Mechanics, was named to head a

search committee to recruit new faculty and a new chairperson for Welding

Engi neeri ng.

Initial contact between Alex Schwarzkopf of NSF and Dean Glower and

McCauley was made in January 1979. Professor McCauley followed the NSF

funding possibil ity, while Professor Howden pursued an alternative funding

possibility through the then-current Cooperative Generic Technology Centers

program of the U.S. Department of Commerce. It soon became clear to OSU

that the NSF program was the more viable prospect. Before a proposal was

prepared McCauley attended a NSF Principal Investigators Conference and

visited other Centers. In May 1979 a proposal for a planning grant was
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The department had an ongoing research program which was heavily interdis

ciplinary, and they would have preferred to fit the Center into the depart

mental program for ease Of administration and control. However, NSF recom

mended that the Center remain independent of any academic department. In

ternally, OSU procedures requi re that interdepartmental centers go through

a rather el abo rate approval process i ncl uding approval by the Graduate

School, by the Graduate Council and by the Provost. In the interest of

expediting the process, Robert Redmond, Associate Dean for Research of the

College of Engineering and Di rector of the Engineering Experiment Station

(the research administration arm of the College), arranged for Lauer and

Schwarzkopf of NSF to meet directly with Provost W. Ann Reynolds to work

out the necessary arrangements. Graduate School approval was obtai ned

concurrently and university approval for establishing the CWR was obtained.

A second potential problem involved the drafting of a patent agreement

which satisfied the requirements of prospective industrial sponsors. In

thi s case the Co 11 ege of Engineeri ng had a precedent. In foundi ng the

Advanced Design Methods Laboratory (ADML) at OSU, the General Motors Cor

poration had prepared a prototype patent agreement. The University had to

modify its traditional patent posture substantially to accommodate the ADML

patent agreement. CWR's draft patent proposal relied heavily on ADML's ex

perience, as well as that of MIT's Polymer Processing Laboratory.

Normally the university retains the right of first refusal to pursue

patents and to receive the income from the licensing of those patents. In

these cases, the university assumes the cost of the patent appl i cat ton ,

Under the revised policy, the CWR will act as the University's agent in

determining whether or not to pursue a patent, the cost of the patent and

any income generated from it would accrue to the Center and the University
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fication Under Time Dependent Power Variations," (3) "Improving Weldability

of Shielded Metal Arc Welded Pressure Vessel Steels,". (4) "Improving

Strength Characteristics of Resistance Welded Structures," (5) "Weld Dis

continuity Analysis." Some ten different OSU faculty drawn from three

academic departments (Welding Engineering, Metallurgical Engineering, and

Engineering Mechanics) were identified with the five projects.

The presence of pl anning grant funds made formal proposal preparation

procedure considerably more efficient than such processes usually are. The

cost to the university of contacting potential industrial sponsors, prepar

ing the presentation materials, and marketing the Center concept was under

written by the planning grant. Consequently, the plan was much more pro

fessional in its execution than is typical of similar university efforts,

and was quite impressive to the potential sponsors. Furthermore, two meet

ings to structure an initial research plan were held with potentialspon

sors near the end of the planning grant period.

Early Operation of the Center

In July 1980, the first meeting of the Center's lAB was held at OSU.

By that time commitments for participation had been obtained from Bishop

ri c , Caterpill ar Tractor, GATX, General. Electri c, General Motors, and

Westinghouse. In addition, Boeing, Columbia Gas, and John Deere & Co.

attended the meeting as observers and potenti a1 members. The one and

one-half day meeting featured presentations by OSU researchers on the pro

posed projects, rating and selection of projects by lAB members, and dis"

cussions of Center organization matters.

The assessment of research projects by the lAB members was conducted

by Professor George L. Smith, NSF Project Evaluator, with McCauley and
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in royalties. Since each company's corporate legal staff was involved,

this meeting just initiated the dialogue.

Membership issues went beyond the matter of participation in royal

ties. There was concern about companies "buying in late" to get access to

research and not paying the bills. Another issue was whether or not equip

ment grants could be offered in 1ieu of cash payment of membership fees.

Finally, the question of associate membership (non-voting) at a reduced

rate was raised. The lAB instructed the CWR Director to prepare a proposal

for ratification at the next meeting. That proposal was to define the

rights of an associate member, who would qual ify, and what fee would be

appropriate. Of particular concern was the presence of equipment manufac

turers who could have access to technological breakthroughs without full

financial participation in support of CWR.

The Board voted to meet tri -annually and establ i shed the dates of

October and February as research reporting meetings and June as the Annual

Meeting. In addition, a CWR-recommended policy for ratifying proposals was

discussed. Since ratification by mail was too cumbersome, new research

project proposals would be distributed to lAB members t hrouqh the mail and

voting would take place at a meeting of the board (most likely the Annual

Meeting). The lAB gave McCauley the responsibility for preparation of

bylaws for ratification at a future meeting.

The discussions which accompanied project presentations and the rating

and ranking seemed to reflect a concern on the part of some, if not all, of

the board members about the sophistication of the researchers and the in

strumentation avat l abl e at OSU. In fact, one member company hesitated to

have top management vi sit the Center because of its physi cal appearance.

Whereas researchers were inclined, for example, to "build up"equipment to
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development of the policy was particularly difficult since the parties who

ultimately had to approve the policy (industry patent attorneys and univer

sity administration) worked through lAB and Center staff as agents. Deli

beration in board meetings had an air of futility, since neither the lAB

members nor Dean Redmond, who assumed responsibility for managing this

matter for the university, had decision making power. The agreement has

been signed by all parties and only one relatively minor matter requires

further definition.

Concerns about "later joiners" participating in patent income have

been resolved by making only companies holding membership at the time of

the patent disclosure eligible to participate. Also, the lAB wanted assur

ance that revenues would flow into the CWR to provide additional support

for research programs. As was already mentioned, that concern was accommo

dated through a major shift in the university's basic philosophy of main

taining control over patent rights to vest such rights with the CWR.

The university's proposal for allowing equipment manufacturers and

small industries to have nonvoting membership in the Center for $10,000 per

year was rejected by the lAB. Also rejected was a proposal to allow equip

ment grants in lieu of the membership fee.

One innovation was introduced by an lAB representative. Most of the

research topics which were initially proposed by OSU research investigators

were based on probl ems which were cent ral to thei r research interests. In

the case of micro-joining, however, the research topic was introduced at an

lAB meeting via a presentation by the interested company's representative.

This company was unique among member companies in its interest in the

topic. This led to the schedul ing of a "generic" workshop on micro-joining

open to member and nonmember particpants, which was held in June 1981. That
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Continuing Issues

A survey of the lAB representatives from all participating companies

reveals four basic reasons for support of the CWR:

1. To develop new and improved welding processes for use in-house and
for possible marketing.

2. To provide a source of qualified welding engineers and the active
recruiting of them.

3. To assess current in-house welding technology and provide contacts
for "problem solving."

4. To provide a means for interaction with industrial peers.

The payoffs to OSU have been somewhat more direct; the presence of the

CWR has been crucial to the survival and growth of the Welding Engineering

Department. The university's decision to retain the Department in combina-

tion with the availability of NSF funding of the CWR was significant. This

meant that OSU had much higher stake in this particular operation than nor-

mally accompanies university efforts to secure funding. The unique and

distinguished history of the Welding Engineering Department was certainly

significant in NSF's interest in OSU. Furthermore, the Welding Engineering

Department's normal mode of operation was multidisciplinary and the ongoing

research program was substantially interdisciplinary, making the Center

concept natural.

The fact that the faculty recruited by OSU had establ ished research

reputations was also positive. In fact, when Dr. Ri chard son came from

Caterpillar, the firm became charter members of the CWR. Professor

McCauley's distinguished career as a researcher and as a consultant was

effective in opening many firm's doors. While some OSU alumni participate

in the Center, there is no evi dence to suggest al umni contacts i nfl uence

Center participation. In fact, several prime candidate companies who have

alumni in positions of responsibility have yet to join the Center. Reasons
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A potential problem which did not prove serious was the divergent

research interests of some lAB member companies. One company has uni que

interests in micro-joining, while the interests of the others cluster into

two other welding priorities. The CWR has been able to give all of the

divergent interests a piece of the action.

Concern was also voiced that the CWR researchers may not be adequately

informed about the state of the art in industrial research and practice.

There w-as u a strong sentiment among lAB members that the CWR researchers

interact with the research and development people in the member companies

through visits to companies. The inability of OSU to staff the resistence

welding project led to some general concern about whether or not there were

sufficient personnel available to carry out the other research porjects.

The concerns were not expressed in a context of dissatisfaction with the

CWR but as part of an agenda of improvements important to CWR's ultimate

success.

The meeting dates of the lAB are not yet coordinated with the academic

schedul e of the uni versity. Thus, i nvesti gators are under pressure to

generate progress reports at peak demand times in the academic year. This

is a problem which has just been recognized and the dates of the meetings

will probably be shifted accordingly.

From the perspecti ve of the research staff, the CWR projects pl ace a

heavy demand on avail abl e time. In some cases industry representati ves

have made excessive use of the CWR's invitation to visit and observe

progress on the project. The matter is a delicate one and has not yet been

resolved. For the most part, however, progress on the research has been

consistent with original plans.
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tion and feedback from the lAB. This role may become formalized in the CWR

structure beyond the period that NSF funding would require it.
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June 1981 Euclid Corporation Joins

Micro-joining Workshop

3rd Board Meeting

September 1981 TRW Corporation joins

October 1981 John Deere &Company joins

November 1981 Cincinnati Milacron joins

December 1981 Reynolds Metals joins



CASE WESTERN RESERVE UNIVERSITY

CENTER FOR APPLIED POLYMER RESEARCH

Ri chard Perl off

Department of Communications

Cleveland State University

In the Summer of 1981, the Center for Applied Polymer Research (CAPRI)

at Case Western Reserve University became a National Science Foundation

Cooperati ve Center. Five compani es part i ci pate in the Center at present:

B. F. Goodrich Chemical, Bethlehem Steel, Celanese, Dow Chemical and

Hydron. The formal approval of the grant proposal represented the culmi

nation of nearly two years of work by Case faculty and administrators, in

conjunction with industrial scientists, and members of the NSF.

Polymers are the foundation for seven key industries in the U.S. -

plastics, resins, elastomers, fibers, films, adhesives and coatings.

Altogether, polymer products account for about $100 bill ion in annual

sales. The chemical industry historically has made a strong commitment to

long-term research and development; it was one of the first to support

company-owned research 1aboratori es and sti 11 spends a consi derabl e per

centage of funds on research compared with other industries. Recently,
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Industrial Sponsors participate in a variety of research and teaching

programs designed to share information. For example, twice yearly faculty,

students, and industrial scientists participate in a two-day symposium

which allows students the opportunity to give research talks before an

audience of industrial scientists, and provides company representatives a

chance to keep up with current research and to observe students who may be

possible candidates for positions in their company. In addition, the pro

gram offers short courses for the sponsors, keeps them abreast of faculty

research, and offers industrial sabbaticals in which industrial scientists

can study or work with a professor at Case Institute or a faculty member

can spend time in an industrial laboratory.

CAPRI constitutes another element of the University's industrial

relations strategy. Its organizational components are:

Center Director. The Director of the Center is responsible for coor

dinating research activities, executing the program's objectives, and com

municating the progress and development of the Center. Other administra

tive responsibilities include fiscal management, chairing the advisory

board of the Center, initiating communication with other potential indus

trial participants in the Center. One of the interesting aspects of the

CAPRI organization is that the Center Director is a faculty' member actively

involved in current CAPRI research projects.

Steeri ng Committee. Each company proj ect is managed by a steeri ng

committee, co~chaired by a faculty project leader and a scientist from the

sponsoring company. Other faculty members and company researchers al so

comprise the steering committee. The steering committee is staffed by

postdoctoral research associates, industrial scientists in residence at

CIT, and advanced graduate students. At least two meetings are scheduled
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only one company, and there is relatively little transfer of industrial

interest across the research agenda. Center i ntegrat ion is prov t ded by

staff interaction and by a so-called "Blue Sky project" which is less

focused on direct industrial needs than the rest of the agenda. All

companies participate in this project, which is allocated 15% of the

research budget, and its emphasis and research directions will be largely

defined by all companies acting jointly. Blue Sky will enable companies to

explore long range issues related to macromolecular polymers. The emphasis

here is decidedly exploratory.

All patentable inventions and discoveries that result from a project's

research will be the property of the company. With respect to publ ica

tions, the Project Leader will inform a company of a desire to publish

materials resulting from research on the project. The companies have 30

days to review publications or request delay for up to six months. If the

company feels that extra time is needed for completion of a patent appl i

cation for filing, publication is delayed another six months.

If patents emerge from the Bl ue Sky proj ect, patent ri ghts are to be

assigned by competitive bidding among the companies who participate in the

Center at the time the patent is conceived. Any proceeds will be contri

buted to the Center, admi ni stered fo r the Bl ue Sky proj ect, and will be

subject to university overhead rates.

Growth is expected to occur through the expansion of existing projects

and addition of new industrially-sponsored research projects. New compa

nies would participate at the same financial level as existing industrial

projects. Two new projects are expected to be added to the ori gi nal four,

one in the first year (Bethlehem) and one in the third year. A maximum of

six or seven companies is considered desirable.
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general concept, and when industrial representatives were informally con

tacted over the next year, about half the group i ndi cated more serious

interest in further dialogue.

After consulting with NSF officials in February 1980 and making a trip

to the Center for Welding Research at Ohio State, Hil tner and Lando sub

mitted a planning grant to the NSF. The purpose of the planning grant was

to explore general methods for structuring and organizing the Center, so as

to make it maximally a,ttractive to both industry and the university. For

example, the grant proposed to study methods to facil itate interaction

between i ndustri al and uni vers ity representati ves, patent procedures, and

research directions.

In mid-May 1980, the principal investigator attended a special meeting

sponso red by NSF in Hot Spr i ngs, Arkansas. The meet i ng gathered together

scientists and administrators from existing and prospective Centers, as

well as NSF officials. Its purpose was to encourage exchange of informa

tion regarding the formation and maintenance of Cooperative Centers, and to

acqua i nt potential Center di rectors with the structural and organi zationa1

factors that related to the formation of an NSF Center. In early Summer

1980, the industrial sponsors heard an NSF representative, Dr. John Kaatz,

speak in more detail about the Center concept. They again expressed

genera1 interest in the plan.

Planning Grant Period

In early September 1980, NSF officially notified the principal inves

t i gators that the pl anni ng grant had been approved. The $82,000 grant

provided the principal investigators one year's time to explore and study

the creation of a' Cooperative Center on polymers. Over the next several
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equal "non-excl usi veto ri ghts to patentabl e di scoveries, there woul d be

1ittl e i ndustri ali nterest. "Where everybody has everythi ng, nobody has

anythi ng," remarked one of the part i ci pants. Even tho ugh much of the re

search might not produce patents, and even though companies do not always

seek patents from fundamental uni vers i ty-sponso red research, i ndustri es do

like to have the assurance of obtaining patents should the possibility

occur. Consequently, it was decided that each company should have separate

rights to patent techniques and inventions that might emerge from thei r

proj ects.

From an academic perspective, this was clearly an interesting idea,

since it is conmon at many universities for the university to own the

patent. But for reasons outlined above, this alternative was not pursued.
,

The proposal that industries would be entitled to separate patent rights

appeared viable and workable. However, some faculty members commented that

this procedure did not allow faculty to gain the benefits they might other-

wise receive if they hel ped to produce a patent while working for industry

directly.

ested: B. F. Goodrich, Celanese, Dow, IBM, and Hydron. The first four were'

panies which were familiar to the department and which placed particular

After informal contacts with theimportance on fundamental research.

principal investigator.

In March, the companies were contacted either by telephone or in

As the model was finalized, increasing attention was paid to the

choice of industrial participants. It appeared desirable to select com-

sponso rs , and Hydron was suggested through contacts estab1i shed by the

companies, it appeared that five companies were likely to be most inter-

person. In early March, the faculty investigators met with Hydron in New
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one case (Dow Chemical) was commensurate with a recent financial commitment

the company had made to the macromolecular science department.

Shortly after the meetings and discussions with the companies were

concluded, the companies sent letters of commitment to the CIT principal

investigator. On May 1, 1981, the proposal was formally submitted to the

NSF. In mid-June, the principal investigator was notified that the grant

had been approved.

Early Operations

Over the summer months, various administrative matters were resolved.

Students and postdoctoral fellows were sel ected and allocated to various

project responsibilities, and students were reassigned to different faculty

advisors to enable them to work on particular CAPRI projects.

In July, another impo rtant development occurred. The di recto r of

CAPRI met with Bethlehem Steel representatives in Bethlehem, Pa., to dis

cuss the possibility of Bethlehem joining the Center. Earlier, in the

winter, several scientists from Bethlehem had given a presentation which

intrigued the macromolecular science faculty members. Subsequently, the

Bethlehem scientists were invited to Case to give a presentation, and in

July the meeting between Bethlehem and CAPRI was arranged. CAPRI provided

Bethlehem with the opportunity to link up to CIT's technical equipment;

Bethlehem saw this benefit in conjunction with the other advantages of

CAPRI, as an important reason for participating in the Center. By the

fall, Bethlehem became the fifth participant in the Center for Appl ied

Polymer Research.

In mid-September, the fi rst meeting of the CAPRI Board was held. The

meeting, held at Case Western Reserve University, was attended by represen-
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considerable credibility and respect.

Involvement of the CIT Administration: From the very outset, the Dean

of Case Institute of Technology played an active role in planning the

applied polymer center. The Dean exerted a creative role in formulating

the model for the Center, used his experience as a macromolecular scientist

and knowledge of company dynamics to facil itate communication between the

university and industry, and lent financial support of the College to the

developing Center. This support of the College and external CIT adminis

tration appears to have hel ped gain industrial and Case support. Other

administrative support came from the macromolecular science department

chairman, who also had long experience with research in the private sector.

Long-Standing Relation with Industry: Like other high-ranking depart

ments in macromolecular science, CIT has long-established relations with

industrial scientists. As noted above, the Industrial Sponsors Program

provides regular contact with industrial scientists, and many Case faculty

members have other involvements with industry -- through either consulting

or research grants. Thus, faculty and industrial scientists appear to be

part of the same professional network; consequently, when a proposal such

as CAPRI is broached, it is considered by industrial scientists in the

context of years of fruitful associations and interactions.

Structure of CAPRI: One of the key aspects of the CAPRI model is its

provision that industries can patent discoveries, inventions or technolo

gies that emerge from their projects. While many of the projects do not

anticipate patents, and although many industrial participants are more

interested in knowledge acquisition than patents, it is nevertheless true

that industries like to have the assurance that they can, in theory, patent
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scientists with enthusiasm. Moreover, the small closely-knit nature of the

CAPRI projects allows companies maximum opportunities to meet, observe and

interact with students in the program. Since an overwhelming majority of

students go on to work for industry, this clearly represents a real benefit

to the industrial concerns.

The .success of a cooperatively-funded Center depends upon the extent

to which key constituents are satisfied with the outcomes and outputs of

the program. For the participants, satisfaction ultimately hinges on the

qual ity of the research products that emerge from CAPRI. There is pre

sently considerable enthusiasm about the potential contributions that the

Center can make. At the same time, each company is making a three-year
•

financial contribution to CAPRI, and consequently, they expect some returns

on their investment. The track record and expertise of both academic and

industrial scientists suggest that a number of fundamental scientific bene-

fits will be forthcoming.

For those industrial participants who seek or expect patents, the cri-

teria for success appears to be straightforward and clear. But for most of

the companies, patents are less important at this stage than gains in basic

knowledge. How are "basic gains in knowledge" to be evaluated or assessed?

Some participants mention number of publications as an easily quantifiable

criterion, yet number of publications is probably not a satisfactory indi

cator of qual itative gains in knowledge. According to one industrial par-

ticipant, the problem of assessing knowledge gain is, at this point, akin

to problems in measuring creativity.

Another related problem may concern the yardsticks that different par-

ticipants use to assess success or gains in basic knowledge. Do industrial

and academic scientists employ the same criteria? And if they do -- as
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facul ty parti ci pants, one of the chi ef advantages of an approach 1i ke

CAPRI, which relies heavily on industrial funding, is that it allows for

creative, innovative research. Government grants all too frequently dis

courage innovation and encourage conservative research perspectives, accor

di ng to some faculty. Thus, there is optimi sm that CAPRI can provi de an

environment in which innovative science can flourish.

If any dark (as opposed to blue) skies lurk overhead, they rest on the

possibility that patents might begin to materialize and. place faculty in

the uncomfortable position of having to foresake various benefits that they

would ordinarily gain from patents. However, other participants in the

Center have suggested that faculty clearly have the option of pursuing con

sulting relationships with industry, should this appear appropriate and de

sirable.

For many faculty members, the possibilities of forging intellectually

stimulating partnerships with industrial scientists is a highly attractive

feature of CAPRI. Still, the relative merits offered by this Center, when

compared with other funding options, remain an important consideration for

the future.

As presently pl anned, CAPRI wi 11 be managed by a facul ty member who

chairs the Center Advisory Committee, is involved in one company project

and al so is faced with assorted professional responsibil ities as well.

Will the Center management tasks prove too unwieldy for one facul ty member?

One factor that appears to mitigate strongly against this possibility

is the limitation set on the number of companies that can participate in

CAPRI. No more than six or seven companies will be part of the Center;

this limitation is expected to allow the director to manage the Center

effectively.
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OUTLINE OF KEY EVENTS

Case faculty and administrators learn of cooperative
centers program.

Contacts with NSF begin.

November 1979 Industrial Sponsors meeting/Center concept introduced to
faculty during this period.

February 1980 Planning grant submitted to NSF.

May 1980 Conference in Hot Springs, Arkansas to exchange information
on NSF Centers.

September 1980 Planning grant funded.

Fall 1980 Meetings between principal investigators and CIT Dean to
develop model of CAPRI. Talk with industrial represen
tatives to assess their interest in CAPRI.

March 3, 1981 Meeting with Hydron (New Brunswick, N. J.)

March 5, 1981 Meeting with Celanese (Summit, N.J.)

April 1981 Discussions with Dow (by phone) and B. F. Goodrich (in
Brecksville, Ohio)

Letter of commitment from companies incorporated into
grant.

Scientists from Bethlehem Steel invited to CIT to present
research ideas.

May 1, 1981 Proposal submitted to NSF.

June 15, 1981 Principal investigator learns that proposal has been
accepted for funding.

Summer 1981 Administrative and personnel arrangements made for
project.

CAPRI model presented to Bethlehem.

September 1981 First meeting of Center for Applied Polymer Research at
Olin Hall, Case Western Reserve University.

Fall 1981 Bethlehem formally joins CAPRI/Work on projects begins.

Winter 1982 Work continues as industrial and academic scientists begin
to meet.



RENSSELAER POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE

CENTER FOR INTERACTIVE COMPUTER GRAPHICS

Alok Chakrabarti

School of Management

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

The Center for Interactive Computer Graphics was formed in 1977 with

four firms participating. Currently, there are over 27 industrial parti-

cipants in the Center. The research program of the Center is jointly

funded by the National Science Foundation and industry. The initial NSF

commitment in 1979 was $270,000; for 1981, it has decl i ned to $210,000.

The overall industrial commitment in 1981, on the other hand, was $433,000

for general support and $75,000 for specific contracts.

Current Structure and Organization

The Center fo r Interacti ve Computer Graphi cs is a unit withi n the

School of Engineering. The Director of the Center reports directly to the

Dean of Engineering. In developing this structure, the objective was to

keep it from becoming a captive of any specific academic department. This

has helped in avoiding any duplication of conventional teaching and re

search conducted by any specific academic department.
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departments. Thei r Center resea rch becomes the basi s for theses and di s

sertations. Moreover, the students have been hired by the industrial

sponsors fo r summers. The Center has hi red post doctora1 and visit i ng

faculty persons in its program. This hel ps promote better interaction

between RPI and other institutions.

The Center has a program to promote better 1inkage with industry

through cooperative research; this is the component of the Center's activi

ties which most closely resembles the work of the other Centers. The In

dustrial Associates Program involves companies who contribute an annual fee

($20,000 currently) to the Center. The funds are used primarily to support·

graduate students and research staff. The Industrial Associates help pro

vide guidelines in terms of selection of research projects. On an informal

basis, the Industrial Associates review the progress of the projects. The

Associates participate in three formal technical reviews a year where the

projects are reviewed and discussed. The Companies share the results of

the work done at the Center.

One important aspect of the Associates Program is the direct and per

sonal contacts maintained with the Corporate representatives and the Center

personnel. A graduate student working on a specific project often works

closely with the Industrial Associate interested in the project with re

spect to information and evaluation. The student frequently accepts summer

employment with the specific company. This fosters a close collaboration

with the participating companies.

The scope of the research program at the Center involves several areas

including graphics, geometric modelling, analysis, data base management,

and manufacturing interf~ces.
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This area was not unfamil iar to RPI. In 1970, Lester Gerhardt had

become Chairman of Electrical Engineering. His background with Bell Labs

had familiarized him with a then-current graphics system called IDIIOM

(originally developed by an RPI al umnus), and he. had secured this system

for use by his department on a limited basis. In 1974, another graphics

package called ADAGE had been acqui red. The Electri ca1 Engi neeri ng De

partment had two graphics-oriented computers, and the Civil Engineering

Department had one. In 1975, Larry Feester became Chairman of Civil En

gineering; in his previous work at Colorado, he had been closely involved

with computing and graphics, and was disposed to support such an initiative

at RPI. Thus, there was a sound basis for this commitment to the develop

ment of a general graphics Center.

Initial contacts were made with General Motors, which was at that time

beginning its major commitment to CAD/CAM, and with General Electric and

other companies. GM's Vice President for R&D and GE's Vice President for

Technology were at that time both on the RPI Board of Trustees, and were

heavily involved in the planning for this graphics initiative.

At about this pOint, some RPI faculty members contacted NSF regarding

possible support for such a Center. No formal proposal was made even for

planning purposes at that time, however, since the school was given to

understand that the possibi 1ities for such funding were at that time ex

tremely slight. Original funds for Center development came largely from

RPI centrally (which had just received a very large gift from the President

of Texas Instruments Corp.) and from GM.

Initially, it was thought that a supplier might be found to take over

the operation of the enti re graphics Center. However, al hough many sup

pliers indicated interest in participating in such a Center, none was in a
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for the past four years. The total extramural support for the Center has

grown from $49,000 in 1977-78 to a projected $874,000 in 1981-82. Since

1979, when NSF fundi ng was fi rst recei ved, the pri vate secto r fundi ng has

been increasing by a fast rate. This funding level significantly exceeds

the original estimates made in the grant proposal to the NSF.

Current Issues

Discussion with the Center personnel showed that the most important

feature on the benefits to be generated by the Center are the general

expansion of knowl edge in the interactive computer graphics and CAD/CAM

areas, the expansion and enhancement of both undergraduate and graduate

student trai ni ng in interactive computer graphi cs and CAD/CAM, and the

enhancement of graduate students' understanding of industry and oppor

tunities in industry.

The important feature of the Center's benefits appear to be an ex

posure to major trends in interactive computer graphics beyond what can be

done in industrial laboratories, an opportunity to influence the general

trend of university research toward industrial problems, the enhancement

of current in-house research projects. The development of patentable pro

ducts and development of commercialized products are in decreasing order of

i mpo rtance.

The Center has al ready real ized several benefits. An improvement of

the general knowledge base, assistance to companies by providing better re

cruits, an improvement of current research projects, an initiation of new

projects, and completed projects which improved industrial productivity

have all been substantially real i zed , In general, satis.faction with the

Center program is high. Center personnel report particular satisfation
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OUTLINE OF KEY EVENTS

1974 George Ansell became Dean of Engineering School

Reorganization of the School took place under Dean Ansell

Lester Gerhardt became Chairman of Electrical &Systems
Engineering Department

Paul Derusso became Associate Dean of the school

Larry Feeser joined from University of Colorado as Chairman of
Civil Engineering and strengthened the interest in computer
graphics

"BUILD" program for the Engineering School initiated

Computer Graphics was chosen as a target area in the school
program

1975 Discussion with the trustees continued

President Gross left RP1

Search for a President began

Herb Freeman joined the Electrical and Systems Engineering
Department from NYU

Feeser, Gerhardt, Freeman actively involved in Computer Graphics

Informal discussion with GE and GM continued

Trustees supported Computer Graphics strongly

1976 Feeser, Gerhardt and Derusso responsible for Graphic Center
Proj ect

George Low became President

Discussion for equipment selection with vendors

Meetings with ouside advisers from GE, GM, MIT, etc., in terms of
equipment needs, activities

RFP for equipment finalized and response from vendors by 12/76

Decision for hiring a director made and search initiated

1977 Responses to RFP evaluated

Orders for two Prime 500 and 36 Iml ac terminal s placed

GM made a majo r gift for the Graphi c Center



NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY

COOPERATIVE RESEARCH CENTER FOR COMMUNICATIONS AND SIGNAL PROCESSING

Deni s Gray

Department of Psychology

North Carol ina State Uni versity

In August 1981, North Carol ina State Uni versity (NCSU) was awarded a

one year grant by the Division of Industrial Science and Technological

Innovation of the National Science Foundation to plan and possibly estab

lish a Untver-st ty /Indust ry Cooperative Research Center for Communications

and Signal Processing (hereafter called Center). Communications here

means the science and art of transmitting information from one place to

another using electrical means; signal processing is the process of ex

tracting, adding or otherwise altering the information contained in an

electrical signal. Since the initial planning process has indicated sub-

. stantial interest arid support, a formal appl teat ton has been submitted to

NSF to estab1i sh such a Center. However, since the p1anni ng process is

still ongoing it should be reemphasized that the Center described in this

report along wi th its 0 rgani zational structure, procedures and research

agenda, is still evolving and is likely to change during the next critical

few months.
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At biannual meetings the Center Director, after meeting with the Uni

versity Research Program Committee, submits a research proposal and a

fiscal proposal to the board. The research proposal contains a number of

research projects. Board members review these research proj ects. The

board may recommend that projects originated by the director be modified or

dropped or that new projects be added. Similarly, the board advises on the

fiscal proposal which determines how the Center funds are to be used. The

recommendations of the board are forwarded to the Dean of Engineering, who

has final authority over the research program, allocations of resources,

and Center bylaws.

Academi c Pol i cy -Committee. The Academi c Po 1i cy Committee cons i sts of

the Associate Deans of Research of the School of Engineering and the School

of Physical and Mathematical Science, and the department heads of Computer

Sci ence and El ectrical Engineering. The functions of this committee are

(1) to hel p the Center Di rector insure that the research proposed to the

Industrial Reseach Board is consistent with university goals; (2) to coor

dinate manpower, space and equipment requirements with the Center; and (3)

to provide direct information to the departments regarding the activities

of faculty members contributing to the Center.

University Research Program Committee. This is a committee made up of

the university faculty who do the research for the Center. This committee

helps the Center Director determine research projects to be proposed to the

Industrial Research Board.

Industry Program Monitors. There will be industry program monitors

selected by the sponsors. Their function is to provide a mechanism for

technical in,terchange between sponsors, technical personnel, and Center
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Pre-Center Development

A number of preexisting circumstances within and between NCSU and the

communications/signal processing (C/SP) companies in the Research Triangle

Park area probably served as major contributors to the eventual development

of a proposal to establish a Cooperative Research Center. Taken as a

whole, the prevailing atmosphere between NCSU and the C/SP industry during

1980-81 (the time immediately proceeding the.submission of the NSF planning

grant) can best be described as a informal symbiotic relationship. The

mutual dependence of the university and industry was growing and was ripe

for an initiative which would formalize and expand extant cooperative

efforts.

Nationally, there is a shortage of well-trained engineers in the com-

munications and signal processing industry including telecommunications,

and a need to update and retrain currently employed professional s , How

ever, there are only six graduate engineering schools in the nation with

formal programs in telecommunications. Because Research Triangle Park has

attracted a large number of research-oriented communications/signal pro

cessing companies to the Raleigh vicinity (at last count, seven "Fortune

500" communications or signal processing companies were located within a 50

mile radius of NCSU), the need for technical personnel and retraining

opportunities in this area is particularly acute.
I

Coinci dentally, approximatel y 20 facul ty and 40 graduate students in

electrical engineering (EE) and computer sciences are involved in studies

and research rel ated to C/SP. Although a formal program did not exist in

1980, telecommunications was the primary research area for three faculty

with complementary backgrounds (transmission, switching, computer telecom

munications), providing a critical mass of expertise in this area. All
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discussions within the department and the School of Engineering generated

addtional support for the idea and resuited in a decision to hold a Uni

versity/Industry Telecommunications Conference in October 1980.

The purpose of the conference was to obtain industry support and input

for the proposed telecommunications engineering program. Fourteen industry

staff attended the conference representing seven companies. The industrial

response to this meeting was quite enthusiastic and stimulated discussion

of industry-wide training and research needs and avenues for future univer

sity/industry cooperation. A decision was made to offer a formal program

in tel ecommuni cat ion engi neeri ng wi thi n the EE department, and the months

followi ng thi s conference were marked by i ncreas i ngly frequent contacts

between industry and university agents relating to the new training program

and a number of other cooperative projects (contracts, consulting, etc.).

In February 1981, the PI learned about the NSF-sponsored UICRC pro

gram. Information about this program was relayed to the PI by a colleague

in the EE department who was investigating funding possibil ities for the

newly formed NCMC. This colleague, based on a brief conversation with NSF

representati ves, urged the PI to obtai n additional information about the

program. During the next two months the PI, working closely with NSF

staff, revised and refined a formal planning grant proposal.

Initially, the PI suggested the establishment of a Center which would

focus exclusively on telecommunications research. However, NSF staff felt,

and the PI concurred, that a telecommunications label and mission was too

narrow and would not attract enough industrial support to sustain a Center,

and woul d only appeal to a small mi nori ty of the facul ty in the EE and CS

departments at NCSU. It was decided that these problems would be remedied

by expanding the purview of the proposal to include communications and
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During the first months of the project, the PI was the principal, if

not sole, actor involved in the project's execution. Various meetings were

held with key university officials and faculty in EE and CS to explain the

goal s of the Center and obtain support and advice. In general, both fa

culty and administrators were openly supportive of and enthusiastic about

the proposed Center and its goals.

At about the same time the PI began to consult with the Dean for Re-

search about various obstacles and solutions to what promised to be a

sticky debate over patents and publ ications. Patent problems had recently

resulted in a four-month delay in a small research contract with a pro-

specti ve Center member. In addition, patent and publ i cation arrangements

had been singled out by PIs at other sites as a major obstacle to final-

izing an agreement with sponsors. During this period, the PI kept in touch

with and sought input on this issue from the six or seven large companies

who had supported the telecommunications program and wrote in support of

the planning grant project. By early September 1981, the PI indicated to

the program manager at NSF that he was optimistic about getting

committments from a "critical mass" of six or seven companies. The program

manager urged the PI to schedule a participant meeting as soon as possible

(although the proposal time 1ine did not call for such a meeting until 8

months into the project year).

At thi s poi nt the PI and the program manager seemed to envi sion dif-

ferent scenarios for establishing the Center, and therefore developed

different expectations for this meeting. The NSF program manager initially

believed this meeting would be a critical decision-making meeting attended

by both high committment companies and other companies who were just consi-

dering the concept. However, the PI's plans to keep the Center small and
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pilot-test a prototype presentation for industry before the same group in

one week. A number of specific concerns were al so discussed at this

meeting.

Durinq the preceding few weeks the PI had become ambivalent about

using a one-on-one persuasion strategy and keeping his Center small. After

reading documentation on how other universities had successfully worked

with a large group of companies and discussions with NSF staff, the PI no

longer bel i eved that thi s approach would create a center whi ch was either

unwieldy or unresponsive to academic research goals. Two considerations

appear to have fostered a decision to switch strategies: reports from NSF

that another university had just had a very successful large-scale planning

meeting and the opinion (by the NSF manager) that because of new patent

laws the "one research project per company" UICRC model was an anomaly

which was not likely to be funded in the future.

On November 23, 1981 a second meeting with the Dean of Engineering and

other key university officials took place. The PI told the group that he

wanted to alter his action plan and suggested the approach which had just

been used at another university. This approach involved developing a

rather detailed formal proposal, sending that proposal to a large target

group of companies along with an invitation to attend a planning meeting,

holding the planning meeting and using the meeting to obtain corporate in

put and support.

On November 25, the Chancellor, the university attorney, EE and CSC

department heads, the Dean and Associate Dean of Engineering, Dean for

Research. the PI, the evaluator and several EE and CS faculty members met

to brief the Chancellor on the current status of the project and describe

the plan to invite a large number of corporations to a planning meeting.
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afternoon sessions participants prioritized research interests, gave feed

back on and refined the most popular research areas in small group discus

sions led by individual faculty, reported to the total group on each re

search area, and listened to sessions on the North Carolina Microelectron

ics Center and tax implicatons of membership in the Center.

Many concerns expressed by corporate representatives focused on the

need for more detail on a host of issues: payment schedules, budgets,

management of the Center, role of the Advisory Board, and the modified

research projects. More specific concerns related to participation of

foreign students in the Center, advantages of being a charter member as

opposed to a late member, need for additonal faculty, and negotiability of

the membership fee particularly in lieu of donated equipment.

Despite the concern of many corporate representati ves about various

details, written feedback on possible sponsorship appeared quite favorable.

Twelve representatives indicated that they were "definitely interested" in

joi ni ng the Center, whil e 22 representati ves i ndi cated that they "mi ght be

interested" in joining the Center and no "definitely not interested" re

sponses were obtained. In actuality, a number of representaives who only

indicated a conditional interest ("might be interested") in joining also

indicated that their personal recommmendation to their supervisors would be

to join. Thus, somewhere between 15 to 20 companies appeared to be favor

ably disposed toward membership in the Center.

During the month that elapsed between the second meeting (January 26,

1982) and the completion of the newly revised proposal for potential spon

sors, the PI and approximately six EE and CS faculty met frequently to re

write a proposal which answered previously unresolved questions and incor

porated industry feedback. The revised proposal was forwarded to all com-
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already agreed to join the Center. At least eight other companies were

still actively considering participation. Thus, the prospects for estab

lishing the Center appear quite favorable.

If the Center is established, a potential intra-organizational problem

area at NCSU may be the relationship between the electrical engineering de

partment and the computer sciences department. Although individuals from

both entitites will be involved in the proposed reseach program, the Center

will be bureaucratically located within electrical engineering. The parti

cipation of the computer science department in the Center seems important

to its success. Because the computer sci ence department does not have a

Ph.D. program, participation in the Center may be in its sel f-interest.

However, indications that they would like to establish a Ph.D. program and

the possibility of (or perception of) departmental chauvinism are possible

sources of friction in the future.

A potential area for university-industry conflict involves the manage

ment of individual projects. Industry representatives have been vocal in

thei r expectat ions about proj ect accountabil i ty and the need fo r setting

and fulfilling specific milestones and goals. Such strictures are rarely

imposed on academic researchers, and may be a point of contention in the

future.
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Feb. 25, 1982 Revised Center proposals to be sent to industries
attending January meeting.

March 17, 1982 Final meeting with industry. Eleven companies attend
half-day meeting. Many interested companies do not attend
because they have enough information for internal decision
making about the Center.



RUTGERS UNIVERSITY

CERAMICS COOPERATIVE RESEARCH CENTER

George Walters

Graduate School of Management

Rutgers University

The Rutgers Ceramics Center is currently in its planning grant phase.

This report covers the events leading up to and involved in that stage of

its operations.

Pre-Center Development

The importance of Ceramics as a key material and a prime target for

further research was identified in 1979 by a U.S. Commerce Department study

of the electronics industry. Within the National Science Foundation, the

materials group (Ben Wilcox, Louis Toth, and other experts) had at approxi

mately the same time defined ceramics as an important candidate for an NSF

uICRC Planning Study, and the Rutgers Ceramics Department as a leading

candidate for a Planning Grant.

Dr. George Walters, Rutgers Graduate School of Management, had con

sulted the Commerce Department in February 1980, regarding their interest

in estab1i shi ng very 1arge cooperat i ve research Centers in robot i cs and

other areas of technology. In respondi ng to quest ions concerni ng Rutgers'
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view of NSF Industry/University Center programs gave him a great deal of

additional background on the policies and operation of such a cooperative

Center. The conference proceedings were made available to ceramics facul

ty.

Between June and November 1980, Mclaren made five trips to discuss a

pl anni ng proposal with Schwarzkopf. On the fourth and fi fth tri ps he was

accompanied by Klein and Walte-l's. The principal challenge at this time was

to shift away from the preparation of a traditional scientific research

proposal toward a Center planning study. The Rutgers team had an opportu

nity durin9 this series of meetings with Schwarzkopf to review the success

and structure of other Centers. This exposure was enormously helpful in

preparing the final proposal for the planning study.

Throu9hout this Pre-Center Development period the University adminis

tration was alerted and many staff meetings were held. Almost from the

outset Dr. Edward Bl oustei n, Pres i dent of Rutgers Uni vers i ty, was informed.

The finished planning study proposal was delivered to Schwarzkopf on 24

January 1981 for review. The reviews were favorable and provided helpful

suggestions. The I'lSF Program then approved the planning proposal, and it

was given an effective date for financing of July 1981.

Planning Grant Period

A Ceramics Department staff meeting was called for 3 July attended by

John Blum, Roger Cannon, Greenhut, Klein, Ronald McCauley, McLaren and

Walters. The thrust of this first meeting, because of the way the proposal

was structured, was to initiate planning and research activities leading to

an Industrial Conference; a detailed, qualified industry prospect list; and
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important happening were reported to the entire group Tuesday morning.

Several areas prominent in the Tuesday morning discussions were:

1. Industry asked to support basic research rather than product
research.

2. There should be a provlslon for returning excess profits back to
the participating members as well as to the University.

3. A royalty-free 1icense for the 1i fe of the patent was essent i al •

4. Appropriate delays in publication for prosecution of patents were
necessary.

5. The areas of research received very critical attention as noted
above. They generated a list of preferential generic areas as
well as individual projects in those areas.

These inputs formed the basis for the prospectus which was subsequent

ly written. As a result of the November meeting it was apparent that

University guidelines and methods of operation might have to be modified.

Meetings were held with President Bloustein and all administrative person-

nel who would be affected by procedural changes. This included Nat Pal-
,

lone (Executive Vice President of the University), Cayer, Rheinhold, Joe

Whiteside (the Treasurer), Pramer, and the University Research Administra-

tion Board.

On November 19, the New Jersey Research and Development Council dis-

cussed the Ceramics Cooperative Research Center in open forum. Several

potential Center members were recruited. Because of the general university

interest and Bloustein's interest in creating more industrial participation

withi n the Uni vers ity, a presentation on the Center was gi ven before the

Board of Trustees on December 19, 1981. There was great interest and sup-

port and further expression of interest in this project on the part of the

Administration.
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that the research portion would be taxed at the existing overhead rate of

58%. Ceramics had proposed that the summer salaries for staff, technicians

and evaluator salary be put into the adminstrative function. The Univer

sity did not agree to this but did agree to return the equivalent amount of

money as a line item in the budget, amounting to about $40,000. Effective

ly, Ceramics accomplished its original purpose.

The Research and Administrative Board of the Unviersity was convened

to review patent and royalty policy and delay in publication. They deter

mined the Ceramic proposals to be acceptable variations of existing Uni

versity policy. They did approve the policy of issuing a royalty-free

license for any member of the Center, and approved appropriate delays in

publ t cat ion in order to prosecute the patent. Thus, none of these issues

had to be reviewed by the full Board of Governors.

Those members of the proposal team who back in July 1981 may have had

some reservations about deal ing with the University may have had a change

in attitude. In point of fact, the University responded extremely quickly.

Definitive answers were received before the end of January. In a one month

period all actions were cleared. The general tenor of the University's

role was highly cooperative.

As soon as all of the issues were negotiated with the University Ad

ministration and the Research Administration Board, the Ceramics Department

rewrote the prospectus ref1 ect i ng the new procedures and structure. That

prospectus was mailed to the industry on February 5, 1982. On January 13,

1982, Blum, Cannon and Walters met with Schwarzkopf and Dr. Donald Senich,

Oirector of the Division of Industrial Science and Technological Innova

tion, to review a draft of the prospectus. The lead authors for this draft

were Blum and Cannon. Major issues of Center structure and policies were
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Principal Investigator will be Dr. Mclaren. All members of the Ceramics

Department wi II parti ci pate as project 1eaders, and graduate students wi11

be assigned to work with them and/or post doctoral scientists and/or

technicians.

Current Issues

Perennial issues with respect to the University and the industry have

included patent policy; standard University patent policy continues for the

Center but had been modified to accomodate the goals of a cooperative ven

ture. Another point of contention is what Dodd Carr of Ilzor termed as the

"trigger number" at which level the profits should be split between the

industry and the University. The University has accommodated their recom

mendation. Both these matters were reviewed at the January 20, 1982

meeting of the Research Administration Board.

There was some disagreement on the organizational structure of the

Center. Industry would have liked to have more control over the selection

of the projects, while the University's position was that the ultimate re

sponsibility for projects and project selection would be within the Univer

isty. Industry accepted the University position at the November 1981 con

ference, realizing that there would be considerable interaction on this

matter. Some al so noted that the Industrial Advisory Committee and the

Industrial Monitors Committee provided for substantially more interaction

than they experience with their normal University research relationships.

Such issues as the opportunity to be a partial member of the Center

for a lesser fee have also been addressed. There was an opinion that trade

organizations might participate, but the issue of how their members would
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largely in control of project initiation, selection, allocation of funds

and management through a specially created steering committee.

A series of organizational plans developed to secure faculty control

were rendered largely unnecessary by the commitment to basic research made

by i ndustri a1 representatives. Once the faculty saw thi s commitment, the

modifications in the organization chart, project protocol, and governance

'were accepted. The Steering Committee which was to provide this faculty

control remained in a later draft prospectus, but was removed during the

NSF sess ion of January 13, 1982 with the real i zat ion by the facul ty that

the revised structure with a PI and Advisory Committee together with

industry monitors gave the research faculty full participation in the

governance process.

The unfilled needs of industry and the research strength of the De

partment appear to have been matched. This match and the implementation

vehicle, the Center, have sufficient support from Industry, the Department

and the University to justify taking the next step -- converting the In_

dustry prospectus into a formal proposal for a Cooperative Ceramics Re

search Center and then peer review of that proposal.
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Preliminary feedback from industry suggests that the
unfilled research needs of industry and research
strengths of the department appear to be matched. The
match and the implementation vehicle, the Center, have
sufficient support from industry, the department and
the University to justify taking the next steps 
converting of the industry prospectus into a formal
proposal for a Cooperative Ceramics Reserch Center and
the peer review of that proposal.



IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY

BUILDING ENERGY UTILIZATION LABORATORY

Anton J. Netusil

College of Education

Iowa State University

Although there is at the date of this report no Center at Iowa State

University (ISU), this report will document the activities that have taken

place as this institution prepares to submit a proposal to the Department

of Energy and the National Science Foundation to establish such a Center.

Pre-Center Development

The driving force behind the proposal at Iowa State is Dr. James E.

Woods. Dr. Woods· wears many hats. He is a professor both in the College

of Engineering (Mechani cal Eng ineeri ng Department) and the Coll ege of De

sign (Architecture Department). He is also in charge of the Building

Energy Utilization Laboratory.

Dr. Woods' first knowledge about the potential for such a Center came

from his attendance in January 1981 at a semi-annual meeting of the Ameri

can Society of Heating, Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Engineers

(ASHRAE). There he heard Dr. Donal d Langenberg, Deputy Di rector of NSF,
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including the interactions of energy, environment, and economics in several

different types of environmental zones.

On October 6, Woods informed University officials about his progress

thus far, and received encouragement to travel to Washington, D.C. to meet

with Schwarzkopf on October 8. Some of the items from that meeting were:

(1) NSF could not fund a research area that was the responsibility

(2) Utilize a program umbrella concept.

(3) Set up preliminary proposal for industry and NSF to shoot at.

(4) NSF would consider funding the evaluation of the Center.

On October 30, Dr. Anton Netusil was nominated as the eval uator and

subsequently attended a meeting of Center evaluators in Washington, D.C. on

November 5. His expenses were covered by the College of Engineering. He

reviewed materials from other Centers, particularly Rutgers, which he then

transmitted to Woods.

On November 5, Schwarzkopf informed Woods that NSF could not fund this

Center because of this Center's intended commitment to energy conservation,

but that he had been in contact with John Milhone from DOE and that depart

ment was defi nitely interested in funding part of the Center. Woods and

Milhone are well known to each other through a variety of contacts ranging

back to when Milhone lived in Iowa, through Dr. Woods' involvement in es

tablishing a Building Energy Management Conference at Iowa State in 1978,

an International Congress on Building Energy Management in Portugal (1980),

and subsequent pians for a second Congress to be held at Iowa State in

1983.

On November 10, Dr. Woods formed his team for the first time. Present

were several potential Center participants from the University:
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Eino Kainlauri, Professor, Architecture, College of Design
Tom Kuehn, Associate Professor, Mechanical Engineering
Ron Nelson, Assistant Professor, Mechanical Engineering
Arvid Osterberg, Associate Professor, Architecture, College of Design
Howard Shapiro, Associate Professor, Mechanical Engineering
Geitel Winakor, Professor, Textiles and Clothing
Edmund Young, Associate Professor, Architecture, College of Design
Geraldine Montag, Professor, Industrial Engineering

Also present were Michael Brooks, Dean, College of Design; Dan Griffen, Ex-

ecutive Director, ISURF; Mary Kihl, Assistant Dean, College of Design; and

Anton Netusil, Professor, College of Education.

The target date for the fi rst meeti ng wi th the representatives of

industry was December 15, 1981. Meetings were held of the principal inves

tigators (with the evaluator present at most) on November 13, November 24,

December 1, December 8, and December 10, to prepare for the session. On

January 18, Woods discussed potential sponsors. It was then decided who

woul d contact each company and assi gnments were made on redrafti ng the

prospectus.

On February 2, the group met to review its progress. At this time it

was decided to hold a meeting of all principal investigators and their

department heads, as well as the Dean of the Graduate School, to final ize

how the internal workings of the project budget would mesh with required

University budget procedures. This meeting was held on February 5, 1982

and proved to be very productive; it allowed each department head to

understand how the funding of the project would affect his staff member(s).

A second meeting was held on February 17, following letters to repre

sentatives of industry. From the feedback provided at that meeting, the

staff has been busy writing the final draft of their proposal and Dr. Woods

has been making additional industry contacts in an attempt to assure that

at least ten industries are committed for the first three years.
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speak on a vari ety of poi nts, i ncludi ng the NSF program of Uni versity

Industry Cooperative Research Centers. In di scussi on with Dr. Langenberg,

Dr. Woods felt he should look further into this program. Following his

consultation of Proposals for Research Editing Service (PREPS) for a copy

of the prospectus from NSF, he held casual conversations on campus with Dr.

Dan Zaffarano, Dean of the Graduate College, Dr. David Boylan, Dean of the

Engineering College, Dr. Dan Griffen, Executive Director of the Iowa State

University Research Foundation, Inc. (ISURF), and Dr. Art Bergles, Chair of

the Mechanical Engineering Department. They encouraged him to proceed,

though further progress was held in abeyance until Dr. Woods returned from

Europe in September.

In Washington, D.C., attending a meeting called by NSF for an Archi

tectural Technical Research Consortium, Dr. Woods talked to William Bucher

and Fred Krimgol d, both associ ated wi th NSF. They both referred him to

Robert Lauer and Alex Schwarzkopf. Schwarzkopf provided him with advice on

several points:

(1) Plan on $500,000 from industry.

(2) Plan on a multi-year commitment.

(3) It must be called a "Center".

(4 ) How to handle the question of patents and publications.

(5) How anti-trust rulings affect Centers.

(6 ) What the objectives for the Center should entail.

(7) That the industries involved must meet to decide the
types of research they want.

(8) That NSF (Mr. Schwarzkopf) was will ing to attend the first
meeting.

After this conversation, Dan Morgenroth of Owens-Corning (October 5,

1981) helped Woods define a narrow list of potential research areas,
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OUTLINE OF KEY EVENTS

United States Oepartment of Commerce study established
Ceramics as a key material and prime target for field
research.

NSF identifies Ceramics as an important candidate for
an NSF Planning Study, and the Rutgers Ceramics
Oepartment as a leading candidate for the Planning
Study Award.

Rutgers Interfunctional Management Program contacts
Commerce regarding a very large cooperative research
Center, mentions Rutgers strength in Ceramics and is
referred to NSF.

Rutgers/NSF meeting leads to faculty approval to
pursue the Planning Study Award.

Faculty meetings, discussions with University
Administrators, NSF, and Industry used to develop key
elements of a Planning Study proposal.

Planning Study submitted to NSF in January. Peer
review culminates in Planning Study Award effective
July 1.

Planning grant period begins with staff meeting which
focuses on planning and research activities leading to
a prospectus and industrial conference.

Interfunctional Management Consulting team
collaborates with Ceramics faculty to produce
prospectus and prepare industrial conference.

Pres i dent Bl oustei n opens i ndustri al conference,
attended by 33 corporations and representatives from
NSF and the University. Research themes, topics, and
policies established.

Revised prospectus completed and reviewed with NSF
prior to a series of University meetings beginning 20
January.

A series of University meetings and negotiations with
University officers leads to a final prospectus to be
sent to industry.

Prospectus reflecting new procedures and organization
structure mailed to industry on February 5, 1982.
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participate relative to patents could not be answered. Industry members

could not resolve these issues during the conference.

The most si gnifi cant and 1engthy di scuss i on was the intense debate

regarding the areas of research and the specific projects to be undertaken.

These issues, while not fully resolved, were greatly clarified during the

conference session. Bill Prindle of Corning Glass, who chaired the ses

sion, expressed his debt of gratitude to Schwarzkopf for assisting parti

cipants in reaching a consensus on areas of research and individual pro

jects.

Another issue concerned the leadership of the Center. Industry wishes

to see McLaren as the Principal Investigator; his dynamic leadership was

frequently acknowl edged by all members of the conso rt i urn throughout the

Pre-Center Development and Planning Grant Periods.

One major issue has involved the balance between generic, basic, or

applied research and the extent to which the research agenda should include

product and mission oriented research. Several faculty continue to feel

very strongly that only basic research should be performed in the Center.

Others maintain that it may be necessary to do some appl ied research in

order to obtain industry's commitment for basic projects. These divergent

positions were taken at the very fi rst staff meeti ng in July 1980. The

i-nterest of faculty in tak i ng whatever steps were necessary (changes in

organizational structure and protocol) to ensure basic research was

heightened by the experience of another Center, reported as being heavily

applied. Faculty perceived industry as being largely interested in using

the Center for appl ied work. Though these perceptions were modified by

tri ps to the other Center, it di d not slow down effo rts to put the facul ty
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clarified and resolved. The number of committees within the organization

structure of the Center were reduced. The steering committee was elimina

ted. Ultimate control over projects was shifted from industry to Universi

ty. These and other changes were included in a revised draft prospectus

and made available to the University Administration and Research Adminis

tration Board before the January 20 series of meeting. Before the meeting,

Pallone was briefed by McLaren, Greenhut, Blum, Cannon, Walters, Whiteside,

Cayer, and Rheinhold. He indicated that if the Research Administration

Board deemed that all of these policy proposals were acceptable and fell

within University policy, then Ceramics could make the prospectus public

with the university's approval.

The final prospectus, mailed to industry and NSF in February 1981, was

a joi nt effort by the Ceramics Departmment staff with 1ead authors bei ng

Bl urn and Cannon. The qual i fi ed prospect 1i st was di vi ded and ass i qned to

each faculty person within the Ceramics Department. Each faculty member is

following up with the contact person within the company. At present, Cera

mics is experiencing the delay predicted by the NSF program manager. As

Schwartzkopf said, "By the time the prospectus gets through corporate coun

sel, it wi 11 be two to three months." Each prospect had been asked to i n

dicate their decision to participate in the Center by April 1982, but in

the view of McLaren, "I don't think that's going to happen that fast."

No letters of intent have yet been received. The Department has heard

from Corning and Johnson and Johnson, who will defintely join; Fansteel,

Carborundum, Western Electric, Owens-Illinois, and GTE are quite probable.

Possibilities include M&T, Westinghouse, U.S. Steel and Celanese. Those

firms continue to see this Center as a way of doing basic research at a

moderate pri ce wi th patent protect ion. Accordi ng to current pl ans, the
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During January 1982, a revised prospectus was completed and reviewed

with NSF on January 13. Another revision was made and presented to the

administration prior to a series of University meetings on January 20,

1982. A final revision was made in February and mailed to the industry and

NSF in February 1982. These required very extensive discussions with the

administration.

On December 24, 1981, letters to Dr. Bloustein indicated the necessity

for returning overhead to the Center in order that it realize its full

potential, for the royalty-free license for the life of the patent, and the

necessary delays in publication. A series of University meetings were held

Friday, January 20, 1982. Dr. Bloustein had alerted University Administra

tors and passed the letters along to Whiteside, Pallone, Louis Letteri (the

Controller), and,Al Hanna (Assistant Controller for Research Contracts).

Bloustein al so consul ted appropi ate committees of the Board of Governors:

Budget and Fi nance and the commi ttee deal i ng wi th structure and organi za

tional matters. Since there would not be a Board of Governors meeting

prior to early February, and if the Ceramics Department had to meet dead

lines, the appropriate committees of the Board of Governors should review

the material so that the Department could prepare written policy statements

as part of the prospectus mailed in february.

Some of the requests made in these 1etters were not so great a de

parture from existing University policy and could be interpreted as special

cases under existing policy. McLaren, Cannon, Blum, Greenhut and Walters

met with the Treasurer's Office and counter-suggestions were made by that

office. The original request was that 80% of all overhead be returned to

the Center for research and rel ated expenses. The counter proposal was

that all administrative functions of the Center could be overhead-free, but
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an initial prospectus which would in effect be an invitation to industrial

firms to attend the conference.

Several issues were debated at this meeting: "the overall aim of the

Center is basic research"; "in order to obtain generic research arrange

ments it may be necessary to give a cl ient an opportunity to complete some

applied projects"; "are foreign companies and their U.S. subsidiaries eli

gible for Center membership"; "some aspects of University patent and publi

cations policy may have to be modified."

It was acknowl edged that these and other issues must be resolved

through the planning study. A need for business and professional advice

was cited. Mclaren indicated that some of these inputs could be provided

by a Consultant and by an Interfunctional Management Team from the Rutgers

Graduate School of Management. (Interfunctional management focuses on pro

blems which cut across management functions and solutions, integrating con

cepts and tools of economics, mathematics, and behavioral sciences.)

During late September and early October the prospectus was developed.

A letter explaining the potential creation of the Center and the ultimate

goals of the program was sent from President Bloustein to the Presidents of

the corporations whi ch were to be consi dered poss i b1e members of the

Center. Also included was an invitation to attend the Conference.

Approximately 120 letters were sent; 33 corporations sent representatives

to the meetings.

This was a very active conference and the participants were very much

involved. They worked very late Monday night so as to provide Rutgers with

recommendations on administrative policy and research areas and projects,

Schwarzkopf played a key role in organizing the forum in which company re

presentatives rank-ordered thei r research needs. The results of this
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scientific strengths, the Rutgers Ceramics Department and its chairman, Dr.

McLaren (who was out of the country at this point), were among those cited

by Dr. Walters. The importance of ceramics to the electronics industry was

d i scussed , and Professor Walters was urged to contact Alex Schwarzkopf at

the NSF. After discussing the situation with University administrators,

faculty, and Dr. David Pramer, Rutgers' Vice President of Research Adminis

tration, to determine whether or not Rutgers had proposal s for a research

Center in the pipeline, Walters called Schwarzkopf. It was agreed that a

next step would be an NSF meeting at the Ceramics Department when McLaren

returned from Latin America.

Presentations of the ceramics operation were made in April 1980 to NSF

staff (Robert Lauer and Schwarzkopf) by McLaren, Dr. Victor Greenhut and

Dr. Lisa Klein of the Ceramics Department. Internal and external documen

tation established the Department as a highly professional operation on the

forward slope of a growth curve regarding students, faculty and industrial

research contracts. With a staff of ten faculty, the department has ap

proximatel y 192 undergraduate and 49 graduate students. Research acti vi

ties continue to grow and have now reached a level of $600,000, with a

major portion of the research awards coming from industry.

Lauer addressed the ceramics faculty and staff and several' University

adminstrators, outlining various NSF programs and describing some of the

cpoperative research Centers currently underway. Over lunch, Pramer, David

Cayer (Assi stant Vi ce President for Research Admini stration), and Stephen

Rheingold of the Research Contract Office discussed further the implictions

of a cooperative reseach Center program.

Following this meeting, NSF invited McLaren to attend the Hot Springs,

Ark., Industrial Program Grantees Conference on May 12th. This annual re-
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OUTLINE OF KEY EVENTS

September 1980 NCSU Telecommunications course initiated attracting many
industrial employees.

Oct. 28, 1980 Telecommunications Workshop for local industries.
One-on-one contacts with industries in telecommunications
field begin to increase.

Feb. 1981 Director of North Carolina's microelectronics center
learns about NSF cooperative research grants and suggests
PI look into program.

April 1981 PI submits proposal for Center to NSF for funding.

May 27, 1981 NSF sponsored meeting on Industrial Science and
Technological Innovation Program and Cooperative Research
Centers in Park City, Utah. PI gains contact with staff
at operating centers.

Aug. 1, 1981 NSF planning grant commences.

Sept. 29, 1981 Small scale meeting of industry representatives held at
NCSU. (Served as a informal feedback session for PI.)

Nov. 5, 1981 Evaluator attends training session with evaluators of
other Centers at NSF and returns with documents on how
other sites are implementing Centers.

Nov. 17, 1981 Meeting with Engineering Dean and other administrators
takes place to accelerate recruitment of industrial
members.

Nov. 23, 1981 Second meeting with Engineering Dean and other
administrators takes place. Decision is made to "mass
market" the Center to a large audience by sending
invitations to a two day meeting in Raleigh.

Nov. 25, 1981 Meeting with NCSU Chancellor, legal counsel and various
representatives of Engineering and CS takes place.
Committment to author invitations obtained from
Chancellor. Date set for meeting with Industries.
Decision made to invite President of UNC system to
meeting.

Jan. 26, 1982 Industry representatives from 39 companies attend meeting
in Raleigh. Industry representatives provide feedback to
organization and research proposals; twelve companies
indicate definite interest in joining the Center, all
other companies indicate they might be interested in
joining.
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panies attending the second meeting and to eight additional companies who

were not there but who requested further information. Companies were also

invited to a final meeting to examine unresolved issues.

On March 17, 1982, representatives from 11 companies (including only

one of the new companies) met in Raleigh with university personnel and NSF

representatives to discuss the revised proposal. This meeting concerned

the Center byl aws, start-up pl an, research pl an, and budget for the fi rst

two years. During the meeting, nine of the companies indicated their ex

pectation to join the Center. Telephone conversations with several com

panies not in attendance indicated that many of thoes felt that they al

ready had enough information and were currently engaged in the internal

negotiations required to decide on Center membership.

Current Issues

During the next few weeks cr-it tcal decisions will be made affecting

the Center's future. Specifically, various corporate representatives must

decide whether to recommend Center membership to thei r superiors and must

convince their corporate boards that participation in the Center is in the

company's best interests. In general, it appears that the qual ity of the

proposed research program and the perception of their ability to influence

the on-going research programs will be the critical determinents of a deci

sion pro or con sponsorship. For some of the smaller firms considering

sponsorship, the size of the yearly membership fee ($50,000) is an impedi

ment to participation. NCSU staff believe that at least six members would

be needed to warrant the establishment of the Center (although the goal is

to obtai n 11 members). At the time thi s report was wri tten, a forma1

proposal for the Center has been submitted to NSF, seven companies have
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The Chancellor approved the overall plan, a9reed to author the invitations

to attend a meeting, and invite the President of the University of North

Caro1i na system to be the keynote speaker. Despi te some concern over the

slow turn-around expected over the Christmas holidays the planning meeting

was tentatively scheduled for the end of January. A target list of 1DO+

.communications, signal processing, and computer firms was developed from

published lists and the input of faculty in EE and CS. A detailed proposal

was written and mailed to firms on the target 1ist by early December.

During this period several additional EE and CS faculty members became

actively involved in planning the agenda for the meeting. Just prior to

the meeting, 40 companies indicated their intention to send a representa

tive to the meeting.

On January 26, 1982 the second planning meeting for the University/

Industry Cooperative Research Center for Communications and Signal Pro

cessing took place at the Royal Villa convention center in Raleigh. Many

attendees arrived the evening before and attended the hospital ity hour.

Thi rty-ni ne compani es were represented by 55 techni cal and/or research

staff. Twenty university administrators and faculty participated in or

attended the meeting. During the breakfast meeting, the NCSU chancellor,

the Pres i dent of th UNC system and the Governor (accompani ed by the hi s

science and technology advisor) welcomed the participants and expressed

thei r strong support for the Center. Thi s "we1coming commi ttee" appeared

well informed about and interested in the proposed Center.

The morning session was primarily devoted to presentations about the

EE department (Dean), the goals and operating procedures for the meeting

(PI), NSF's role (program manager), the proposed organization of the Center

(PI), and research themes (PI, three EE and one CS faculty). During the
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At the same time, the Innovation Processes Research (IPR) Section

within the Division of Industrial Science and Technological Innovation,

which coordinates UICRC evaluations, had scheduled a training meeting for

evaluators for November 5, 1981 and decided to ask pending centers to send

their prospective evaluators to this meeting. The PI at NCSU agreed to

fund the travel for this trip out of his grant funds and sent the intended

evaluator for the NCSU Center to this meeting. This gave the evaluator an

opportunity to acquire materials from evaluators at active and pending cen

ters which had used or were about to use the planning grant strategy cur

rently preferred by NSF. In addition, at this meeting the NSF program

manager encouraged the eval uator to tal k with the PI and reiterated hi s

optimism about the potential for extabl ishing a center but underl ined his

concern about a lack of recent progress.

In general, the PI was quite receptive to the messages relayed via the

evaluator. He was convinced of the need to accelerate his activities but

not to modify his strategy. He asked the evaluator to attend an impending

meeting with the Dean of Engineering and other administrators in the Engi

neeri ng Department. The PI also 'suggested that the eval uato r conti nue to

serve as a channel for information by maintaining contact with the NSF

monitor and other Center eval uators and encouraged him to continue to par

ticipate in the planning of the Center.

On November 16, 1981, the PI held a meeting with key engineering offi

cials. The evaluator was asked to relay NSF's mixed message of optimism

and concern about slow recent progress in widening the Center's contacts.

The PI asked the dean to use his office and personal connections to open

doors at specifi c corporations for the PI's one-on-one sal es pitch about

the Center. The Dean volunteered his assistance and a decision was made to
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signal processing reseach and appl ications. At these prel iminary steps

only one other colleague (senior level faculty in EE) was a major contri

butor to the grant appl ication. In April 1981 the PI submitted a planning

grant to NSF.

In late May 1981, NSF's Division of Industrial Science and Technolo

gical Innovation held its annual conference for principal investigators in

Park City, Utah. NSF suggested that the PI attend this meeting in order to

learn more about the operation of currently active UICRC's. Conference

sessions and infomal conversations with PIs from planning grants and active

UICRCs prompted him to begin a detailed notebook of "do's and don'ts."·

Further, the personal associations establ ished at this conference opened

channels of communication the PI would use during the early pl ann i nq pro

cess.

NCSU was officially notified it had been awarded the planning grant on

July 15, 1981. Although the PI had accepted summer support on a research

contract, he was able to withdraw to work on the pl annf nq grant. Unfortu

nately the August 1, 1981 starting date meant that two other faculty who

were expected to be active in the early planning phase were unable to par

ticipate as planned. These individuals would not become very active in the

project until much later in the project year.

Planning Grant Period

The proposal suggested the following sequence of activities: meetings

with university officials, visits to prospective participants (approximate

ly 10-20), visits to existing UjI centers, and meetings with company offi

cials on the NCSU campus.
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three were highly respected in their fields and had extentsive industrial

experience.

Both personal and institutional forces appear to have helped to pro

mote expanded university/industry cooperation in C/SP. NCSU's land grant

university mandate expl icitly incl udes extension activities with private

industry. There appears to be considerable top level administrative sup

port within the university for such activities. In addition, the creation

of the Research Triangle Institute and North Carolina Microelectronics

Center (NCMC) and subsidiaries of the Triangle Universities (NCSU, UNC

Chapel Hill, Duke) has provided additional mechanisms for university/

industry cooperation and is evidence of state government's support for such

endeavors. At a personal level, the local industry and NCSU are informally

linked by an overlapping network of people (industry employees are part

time students and adjunct faculty at NCSU; NCSU students frequently go to

work with local companies and facul ty serve as consultants and contractors

to local industry).

During the Summer of 1980, the principal investigator and another

faculty member responded to a request and developed and taught an on-site

telecommunications course at a local company. Subsequent interest in this

course by other tel ecommuni cations companies prompted the PI to offer a

fOrmal graduate tel ecommuni cations course in September 1980. This course

attracted a large number of students from industry and was eventually

videotaped for off-campus presentation at local companies.

The success of this course, convergent interest in this area by

several other faculty members, and further prompting by industry represen

tatives resulted in a decision to try to develop a graduate level telecom

munications engineering program within the EE department. Preliminary
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personnel. Monitors attend research reviews, receive Center reports, and

have informal contacts with faculty project managers.

Faculty Project Managers. Each research project will be managed by a

project manager who is a faculty member of the Electrical Engineering or

Computer Science Departments. The project manager works with other faculty

and graduate students to accompl ish the research outl ined in rthe projects

selected for the Center.

_,_Evaluator. An evaluator is appointed by the NSF to evaluate the

quality of the research program and the degree to which it meets industrial

needs. The evaluator's reports are made directly to the NSF. It is his

reponsibility to give an unbiased view of the success of the Center and to

determine its strengths and weaknesses.

Research Program. Five research projects constitute the initial re-

search program:

(1) Speech Processing Research, focusing on voice/noise/data
detection, speech compression, and echo cancellation;

(2) Research on data communication over power lines;

(3) Image Processing Research, including image data representations
and VLSI architecture for high speed implementations of the above
techniques;

(4) VLSI Research, including algorithm/architecture relationships,
system interconnection of VLSI components; and, VLSI design
automation for communications and signal processing; and

(5) Computing/Communication Architecture Reseach, including local
area networks, distributed processing, and multi-access
protocol s ,

Budget. Since the number of sponsors is unknown at this time the bud-

get is tentative. The first year budget has assumed that there are eleven

sponsors at $50,000 each and that the NSF contribution is $175,000. There

fore, the operating budget for the first year would total $725;000.
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Current Structure and Organization

The organi zational, procedural and research detail s susmar t zed below

represent an accurate picture of the current conceptualization of a viable

Center, based on input from university faculty and staff and the 39 indus

trial representatives who attended planning meetings in January and March

1982. Membership in the Center will be open to any company incorporated in

the United States. Industrial sponsors must sign a formal agreement com

mitting them to join the Center for three years, contingent on NSF sponsor

ship and agree to contribute $50,000 annually to the Center's operation.

It is al so understood that NSF will reduce and eventually terminate its

contribution to the Center's operation during a five year period.

The principal officer of the Center will be the director who reports

to the Dean of Engineering. The primary responsibilities of the director

are to oversee the day-to-day operations of the Center and to implement the

research plan determined jointly by himself and the Dean of the School of

Engineering, with recommendations by the Industrial Research Board. The

functions and responsibilities of committees and individuals involved in

the Center are as follows:

Industrial Research Board. This Board will consist of one representa

tive from each sponsoring company. The responsibility of this board is to

recommend the research program to be carried out by the Center, ~nd the ap

portionment of reseach effort and funds into research projects and capital

equipment. The board may also recommend modification of the bylaws of the

Center, and must approve whether donations of equipment may be used in lieu

of money for purposes of Center dues.
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1977 RPI endowment fund used for the equpment procurement
(cont. )

Michael Wozny joined as Director of the Center in September

Prime and Imlac became the first two members followed by Grumman

Regular courses in Computer Graphics offerred

1978 Application for a grant made to NSF for supporting a cooperative
research program

Three companies joined as industrial associates

A full-time manager was appointed for the Center

Equipment was updated

1979 NSF grant for $1.1 mill ion received

All terminals working at installed capacity basis

Four companies joined

1980 Four more companies joined as industrial associates

Center continued its growth in staff and student enrollment

1981 Eleven companies joined as industrial associates

Support from the industry in terms of grants continued

An NSF grant in Computer Graphic Education received

1982 No dropout of the industrial associates

Book value of equipment quadrupled since 1977

Major contract research undertaken
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with the appropriateness of research projects to the interests of the

graphics program, the technical meetings, the technical quality of research

projects, and the communi cation wi th the i ndustri aI commi ttees, whil e i n

dustry is generally pleased with the qual ity of written reports, the res

ponsiveness of faculty in communicating with the Center's technical people,

the support and assistance of the NSF, the amount of contact between

non-faculty researchers and industrial participants, and procedures for the

control of proprietary research information.

The corporations participating in. the Industrial Associates Program

are represented through top management personnel. This has heI ped the

Center in obtaining higher visibility and linkage. The participants are

rated as well above average of their competitors in terms of technical com

petencies, innovativeness, and management sophistication. This has en

riched the Center-industry cooperation. Several benefits appear have ac

crued to industry. These incl ude the development of new research pro

jects, changes in the kinds of R&D projects supported, changes in research

methods and procedures, improvements in products and services, development

of new products due to related efforts, changes in the life cycle costs of

products to users, reduction of production costs, and improvement in pro

cesses and methods of production. The desi gn and engi neeri ng of products

were infl uenced due to the technical information generated at the Center,

and the Center has helped improve the capability of firms to cooperate and

deal with the government, university and industry.
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position to take over the enti re operation. The role of industry as a

partner in the research program of the Center emerged from the initial

consultations with firms regarding hardware discounts, as firms indicated

that they would be happy to supply equipment at substantial savings for an

opportunity to work wHh the program. Thus, the Center came into exi stence

as an RPI activity partially supported by but not controlled by industry.

By early 1977, equipment was arriving and the informal troika of the

Dean and the two Chai rmen who had coordi nated the Center thus far was no

longer adequate to control the emerging structure. An initial industrial

advisory 9rouP was formed consisting of representatives from GE, GM, Owens

Illinois and Teledyne, with some participation by an MIT faculty member

with graphics experience. This group provided extensive criticism and

feedback to the school as the plans for the Center were developed.

A search for a full-time Director for the Center was launched in 1976,

with the aim of having the administrative structure in place when the

equipment became available that fall. In 1977, Michael Wozny became

Di rector of the Center, and its structure and operations became more for

malized. Wozny was a recognized expert in the computer graphics field, and

had been most recently at NSF. In 1979, an NSF planning and development

grant was secured for the Center to cover major aspects of its management

and coordination.

Current Operations

The Center has demonstrated a continued accelerated growth in the

Industrial Associates Program in the past five years. There has been no

attrition of the membership. In terms of cash funding for the Center, the

private sector support has increased at the average rate. of 97% per year
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Early Center Development

The Center was more advanced than the other Centers described in this

report. At the time funding was received, however, the Federal role was

much the same as in the other Centers. The Center simultaneously secured

planning and operating funding from NSF. Planning and initial operations

of the Center were closely coordinated between the PI and the NSF program

officer. NSF funding and guidance during the early stages of Center

development were critical to its later stages of rapid growth. This Center

is particularly hardware-dependent, and has from its earliest stages relied

on close ties with the suppliers of that hardware for its major support.

In 1974, the School of Engineering at RPI was reorganized, and George

Ansell became Dean. A new initiative for development, known as the "BUILD"

program, was undertaken with the aim of expanding the graduate program in

particular and enriching the instructional program at all levels. The di

rection of this effort toward expansion of the computer graphics capability

was undertaken as part of can attempt to return a strong design element to

the engi neeri ng curri cul um. Wi th the advent of computing and the conse

quent emphasis on the mathematical aspects of engineering, design had been

languishing for several years.

RPI supported thi s new expansion/enrichment init i ati ve with substan

tial resources. Instead of distributing the money in small amounts to all

departments, it was decided to invest in a new direction big enough and

distinctive enough to give the school's program a unique character and

visibility. A steering committee of the Dean and the Chairmen of Civil and

Electri cal Engi neeri ng i dent ifi ed computer graphi cs as an up-and-coming

area for possible development.
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This approach has helped maintain the Center more as a resource base

than as a competitive unit for the various academic units. Center faculty

have joint appointments in various academic departments. Graduate students

are supported by the Center to conduct research on problems of interest to

industry, but receive degrees in academic departments. Most of the

Center's facilities can be made available to other faculty members as well

as the staff of other Centers within RPI.

Unlike many of the other Centers, this Center's mission extends signi

ficantly beyond research as such. The Center views its activities as com

prising three interrelated areas. The Instructional Support Program at

tempts to enhance learning and stimulate long term technical growth in com

puter graphics to apply in new types of problems. To achieve this, the

Center has developed instructional programs to integrate computer graphics

into the entire engineering curriculum. The program cuts across all the

engineering discipl ines and attempts to develop an appl ications-oriented

philosophy. The Facilities Operations Program maintains systems of multi

million dollar value to support instructional and research programs. The

primary objective is to maintain the facilities at the cutting edge of

t.echno loqy and make them available to students, faculty and staff RPI. Th e

University-Industry Cooperative Research Program attempts to nurture the

dynamic interaction between the Center and the i ndustri al part i ci pants.

This interaction helps foster a test bed for innovation, technology trans

fer and industrial problem solving. An intimate and continued industrial

involvement in the Center's programs helps improve importance and relevance

of the work.

The Center suppo rts students both at Masters and Ph. D. 1evel s , The

students work towards the degrees awarded. by thei r respecti ve academi c
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As already noted above, there are a variety of potential models to

guide a Cooperative Center. According to many participants, the strength

of CAPRI lies in the closely-knit nature of the research teams, the oppor

tunities for industrial input and the potential exchange of information

between and among companies. If these benefits are developed and nurtured,

they would appear to profitably differentiate CAPRI from other models, such

as faculty grants from individual companies.

To what extent will this communication occur? How satisfied will par

ticipants be with the research output? What types of scientific findings,

di scoveri es and knowl edge wi 11 emerge by 1986? The answers -- and that

term is used cautiously -- should be useful in assessing the viabil ity of

industrial-university experirments such as this one.
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some participants suggest -- then is their criterion the same as that em

ployed by management?

As the projects begin, both industrial and academic scientists look

forward to forming strong synergistic research teams. Given the stature of

the scientists and the fact that both groups typically know each other

well, there is every reason to expect that such synergism will result.

Nevertheless, if the perspectives or interests or research styles of these

scientists begin to diverge, the productivity and synergism might suffer.

From the industries' point of view, problems might develop if projects got

"hot" and faculty became overly zealous in their efforts to publish re

search findings. However, there is little expectation that this would

deve lop, gi ven the stature and experi ence of faculty. Most part i ci pants

look forward to a collaboration, and regard it as a most unique and in

triguing strategy with which to pursue scientific knowledge.

Most faculty members prefer to engage in basic research that focuses

on one or more specific dimensions of macromolecules. Happily, fundamental

research is also the goal of industrial participants; faculty scientists

look forward to collaborating with industrial scientists. Several indica

ted that the proj ects will ho 1d out consi derab1e appeal fo r the students

who, according to one participant, have "the most exciting experience of

all." The success of this "critical mass" approach to scientific research

has yet to be tested extensively, and consequently, the results of this ex

periment will be viewed with considerable interest.

Like their industrial counterparts, faculty members have a variety of·

mechanisms with which to pursue funding. They can apply for individual

grants with industry, seek government grants, seek consulti ng rel ati onshi ps

with industry, or pursue various combinations of these. According to some
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discoveries from a project. For those industrial participants who do anti

cipate patents, the patent provision was essential.

The nature of the projects is also significant. Unlike the Industrial

Sponsors program, CAPRI is designed to encourage synergistic research rela

tionships between academic and industrial scientists. An industrial scien

tist sits on the steering committee of each project, and industrial scien

tists input is generally regarded as important and critical. Thus, from an

industrial perspective, CAPRI allowed for the opportunity for close inter

active research relationships, which would be both professionally and in

tellectually fruitful. Furthermore, industrial participants have consider

able respect for CIT students and believe that work produced by these stu

dents and postdoctoral fellows would be of an high scientific quality.

In addition, from a faculty perspective, an industrial partnership

such as that offered by CAPRI would allow for and encourage innovative re

search. Faculty commented that research with industry frequently provides

more opportunity for creative science to emerge than government-sponsored

grants in which more conservative and less innovative sentiments seem to

predomi nate.

The opportunity for learninq from other company scientists is impor

tant to the firms involved. The Blue Sky Project and semi-annual symposia

will allow company scientists to learn about new professional and scien

tific development. Not only is this personally rewarding, as noted above,

but it can be useful from another perspective. Interaction with different

company personnel can provide useful information and technical knowledge

that individual scientists can bring back to their own companies and apply

to their own problems. For example, the possibilities of exchanging

information with the Bethlehem Steel Corporation was treated by industrial
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tatives from each of the companies, the CIT dean, the macromolecular sci

ence department chairman, faculty members working on the project, as well

as representatives from the NSF. The principal investigator briefly de

scribed the size and resources offered by the department and explained the

benefits and structure of the Center. Suggestions for the Blue Sky project

were also elicited. During the afternoon, company scientists met with

faculty members for the first meetings regarding research projects. Work

proceeded on the project into Fall of 1981. By the Spring of 1982, faculty

and industrial scientists were actively meeting and engaging in research.

Current Issues

One of the most notable aspects of CAPRI's evolution is the relative

absence of stumbling blocks, snags and interpersonal impediments to suc

cess. In a relatively short period of time, five companies have committed

themselves to spending considerable amounts of money on the CAPRI project.

In this section, factors that appear to have facilitated the successful

development of the Center will be discussed.

Stature of the CIT Macromolecular Science Department: The macromole-

cular science department at Case Western is typically ranked among the top

five departments in the country. A recent evaluation of materials sciences

faculty ranked Case even higher, within the top three in the United States.

The department is nationally (and internationally) respected -- both in

academia (where Case faculty have trained students who themselves have gone

on to form highly respected departments) and in industry (where the CIT

Industrial Sponsors program, has spawned a number of successful research

partnerships between Case faculty members and industrial concerns). Conse

quently, when the Case Western faculty approach industry, they do so with
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Brunswick, N.J., as well as with Celanese in Summit, N.J.· In mid-April

they spoke with B.F. Goodrich in Brecksville, Ohio, while Dow Chemical

representatives were contacted by phone. All four companies ultimately

became participants in the Center. Only one company that was approached

decided not to participate, largely for financial reasons.

The meetings were typically attended by a CIT planning grant investi

gato r, the CIT Dean, and i ndustri al sci ent i sts and representatives from

the company's offi ce , In one case, another faculty member from Case

attended the meeting. The response to the patent procedures was typically

positive, although the techni cal and 1egal ramifi cations requi red expl ana

tion and further study by the companies. According to several of the par

ti ci pants, once thi s issue was resolved the rest of the issues fell into

place relatively smoothly.

At several meetings, concern was expressed about the question of

secrecy agreements. Several companies expressed preference that students

and faculty members sign secrecy agreements that would forbid them from

discussing background information on key projects. The faculty in atten

dance objected that it was academically inappropriate"for students to sign

secrecy agreements, and suggested that if a company wanted faculty members

to sign the agreement, it approach the professor individually. This policy

was generally agreeable to the industrial participants. In the case of one

company, concern was subsequently expressed about publications delays.

Management was apparently concerned that i nformat ion mi ght become pub1i c

within a relatively short period; however, subsequent conversations within

the industry itself served to allay this concern.

In general, the meetings yielded considerable interest and enthusiasm

from the company. The model was compatible with industrial needs, and in
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months, the model was formulated, developed and refined. Substantial con

tributions came from the CIT Dean, who is himself a macromolecular scien

tist and former chairman of the department at CIT. Conversations with

faculty and with several industrial scientists al so hel ped to pull the

mOdel together.

One of the fi rst issues concerned the relationship between CAPRI and

the Industrial Sponsors Program. As noted earl ier, there had been some

faculty concern at the outset that a new Center for appl ied polymer re

search might dupl icate -- or worse, interfere with -- the work conducted

through Industri al Sponsor s , If a Iarge number of companies were i nvoI ved

in a fashion similar to Industrial Sponsors, there would be little incen

tive for industrial scientists or faculty members to participate actively

in the NSF program.

On the other hand, there might be considerable benefits to be gained

from a model in which a small number of companies worked in close contact,

and in consi derabI e depth, with several Case faculty members. Thi s woul d

allow the industries to partake in basic research, a goal that is taking on

increasing importance in certain aspects of the polymer industry as a

result (in part) of the perception that there may have been too much empha

sis upon short-term research in some industries, as well as increased com

petition from abroad in recent years. At the same time, a more "closely

knit" structure would allow faculty members opportunities for innovative

program research, and would provide graduate students with the unique

opportunity to work with scientists from both academic and industrial

sectors.

Once the model began to take shape, discussions increasingly focused

on the patent procedure. It was feared that if all companies were allowed
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The research programs will seek to enhance understanding and control

of the microstructural state which determines the functional properties of

polymer materials. Resear-ch on engineering plastics will focus on glass

fiber reinforced thermoplastics, "liquid crystalline" thermoplastics, syn

thetic microfibrils and the gel state of thermoplastics. One of the areas

of unique and special interest concerns the potential electrical conduc

tance properties of polymers.

Pre-Center Development

During the late Summer of 1979, several CIT faculty members and ad

ministrators learned of the NSF's Cooperative Centers program. Subse

quently, these Case officials -- CIT Dean Eric Baer and macromolecular

science department chai rman Dr. Jerome Lando -- were in touch with NSF

representatives about the possibilities of forming a Cooperative Center at

Case Western Reserve University.

In the Fall of 1979, Lando and Dr. Anne Hiltner, an associate profes

sor of macromolecular science, discussed the idea of forming an NSF Center

at a departmental faculty meeti ng. The idea was greeted with interest,

although SOme faculty members were concerned that the program might compete

with or duplicate the existing Industrial Sponsors Program. The possibi

1 i ty of overlap between the Sponsors Program and the NSF Cooperative Cen

ters project was an important issue in the evol ution of the CAPRI at Case

Western and helped to shape the structure of the Center.

In November 1979, Industrial Sponsors were informed of the NSF Cooper

ative Centers program, and their interest in participating in this type of

project was assessed. The Industrial Sponsors expressed interest in the
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each year, one at the Uni versity and one at the R&D I aboratori es of the

companies.

Advisory Board. The Center Director chairs the Advisory Board which

meets twice a year. The Board is also composed of the macromolecular sci

ence department chai rman, the Dean of Case Institute of Technology and

members from each of the participant companies. The Advisory Board is a

key link between the university and industry, having responsibility for

program goals and effective communication among the various constituents.

This Board generally oversees CAPRI's operation and holds semi-annual

symposi a.

University Policy Committee. This committee is composed of a repre

sentative from the CIT Dean's office, the Center Director, the chairman of

the macromolecular science department, and faculty representatives from one

or two other departments involved in the Center. Its responsibilities are

to make certain CAPRI complies with university educational policies, appro

priately uses university resources and ful fills faculty and institutional

needs.

The project is jointly financed by NSF and the companies. For the

first year, the NSF contributes $210,000 and the total industrial contri

bution is the same. During the second year, NSF contributes the same

amount, and the companies increase to $295,000. During the third year, NSF

contributes $160,000, while industries qi ve $345,000. During year 4, NSF

contributes $110,000 and industries give $480,000, while during the fifth

year, NSF contributes $60,000 and the total industrial commitment is

$530,000.

CAPRI is unusual in its research agenda. Each of the research pro-

jects being pursued by CAPRI researchers is of primary interest to one and
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macromolecular materials have been developed for applications in high per

formance settings. For example, polymers are being used as stiff, light

weight engineering materials, as soft optically clear materials for biomed

ical uses (contact lenses), and as critical components with unique electri

cal properties.

Current Structure and Organization

The Department of Macromolecular Science is part of Case Institute of

Technology (CIT), which merged in 1967 with Western Reserve University to

form Case Western Reserve University. The department is one of the largest

and most prestigious programs of its kind in the country, and is the only

program which offers concentrated programs in chemical, physical, biologi

cal and engineering properties of macromolecules. There are 17 faculty

members and associated faculty members from departments including chemis

try, metallurgy, chemical engineering, physics and the School of Medicine.

In addition, there is one senior research associate, about 25 postdoctoral

research associates, some 85 graduate students and about 60 undergraduate

majors. In 1977 the undergraduate B.S. in engineering with a polymer sci

ence major represented the fi rst program in the U.S. to become accredited

by the Engineering Committee for Professional Oevelopment. The department

is typically ranked within the top three or five in terms of research

strength.

Like other major macromolecular science departments, the one at Case

Western has long had a strong organized Industrial Sponsors Program. Each

Industri al Sponsor contri butes to the department's di scret ionary funds;

these are used as matching funds for equipment, seed money for new faculty,

and initiating and seeding new research projects. At the same time,
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April 1976

July 1976

OUTLINE OF KEY EVENTS

Henniker Conference on "Welding Research and Development 
Prob1ems and Oppo rtun it i es"

Glower is named Acting Dean of Engineering at OSU

October 1976 Glower is named Dean

Spring 1978 Glower announces "Engineering College Alliance with
Industry"

McCauley steps down as Chairman of Welding to Develop a
Welding Research Center at OSU

Graff heads search committee for new chairman and faculty
expansion

January 1979 Initial contact between OSU and NSF, regarding CWR funding

April 1979 Planning Grant Proposal sent to NSF

July 1979 Professor Graff named Chairman, Welding Engineering

October 1979 Planning Grant received from NSF

Professors Albright, Richardson, and Tsai join Welding
Engineering Department

General Electric joins

January 1981 2nd Board Meeting

May 1981 Standard Oil of Ohio joins

Workshop on Resistance Welding

August 1980 Checks from Bishopric Corporation, Caterpillar Tractor
Company, and GATX arrive at OSU

October 1980 General Motors Tech Center joins; IBM Corporation joins

December 1980 Patent disclosure by Professor Richardson (Project 1)

Meetings with industry to develop the research agenda

Proposal to NSF to fund CWR

First meeting, lAB and potential members

Early 1980

April 1980

July 1980
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The fi rms' requi rements for conci se repo rt i ng and substanti al 1ead

t tmes for the receipt of written reports prior to lAB meetings and the

traditional "last minute" style of operation by academic personnel is a

continuing problem. The CWR has not yet acquired a "business-like"

approach expected by sponsors. This incongruity of style is al so evident

in the research investigators' inclination to jury-rig equtpmsnt and the

lAB representatives' belief that equipment should be bought so that

valuable time is not wasted on tinkering. One of the results of this dif

ference in style is the tendency for the facil ities to look makeshift and

sparse in sharp contrast with the pol ished look of industrial research

facilities. This conflict may continue for some time.

One additional university-CWR issue is beginning to surface. The De

partment of Welding Engineering does not grant a Ph.D. degree, and welding

students are all M.S. candidates. Those seeking Ph.D. 's are mostly en

rolled in Engineering Mechanics or Metallurgical Engineering. M.S. stu

dents are, typi cally, two -year resi dents. When that issue was ra i sed at

the fi rst lAB meeting, the representati ves di d not percei ve that it woul d

be a problem. Now that a year of experience has been gained, the value of

conti nuity in graduate research assi stants is bei ng recogni zed. The lAB

will probably support the department's efforts to obtain approval for a

Ph.D. program from the University Board of Trustees.

Finally, the lAB representatives have voiced a strong endorsement for

active participation by the evaluator in lAB meetings. One to one and

one-half hours per meeting are reserved for the evaluator alone to meet

with the boar-d," These sessions are open and forthright. They serve to

mediate the concerns of the lAB, and provide a neutral channel of commmuni

cation. CWR has used the evaluator as an independent source of communica-
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for not joining CWR given by some of the originally targeted firms include

the state of the economy and the limited availability of money to support

membership in the Center.

One source of dissatisfaction among lAB members is the character of

the progress reports given by the CWR researchers. The lAB members have

consistently asked for reports which are more concise, and which provide

i nformat i on ina form whi ch can be used by lAB representati ves to brief

corporate officials. The CWR researchers are wedded to a "research paper"

style of presentation which, while comfortable to university faculty, is

largely inappropriate to the corporate briefing. According to lAB members,

this particular problem is common whenever university-industry cooperative

research is involved. They indicate that the CWR is, for the most part,

better than many similar groups in which many of the lAB members partici

pate. However, they feel universities are generally' not meeting industry

needs when they communicate research progress.

Another potential problem area involves one company's efforts to

accelerate progress on a particular project. The company has independently

supplemented the CWR budget appropriation with additional funds. A certain

lack of sensitivity to the nature of commitments which the Center must make

to support graduate students has been evinced. It is not generally possi

ble for the University to reallocate faculty or student resources quickly.

This inflexibility, combined with a decline in the general availability of

engineering graduate students and the heavy teaching and research load car

ried by faculty, may make the university appear to be unresponsive to spon

sor needs. In this case, a large number of lAB representatives understand

the university's problem and support the University's efforts to respond.
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workshop led in turn to the development of a formal proposal for a funded

research proj ect, and the lAB approved the budget at its January 1982

meeting.

A si gni fi cant techni ca 1 breakthrough has occurred in the "Sens i ng

Variables" project; Professor Richardson filed a patent disclosure in

December 1980. As of April 1982, the board had not yet taken any action on

that particular matter.

The identification of a faculty member in the Electrical Engineering

Department with expertise appropriate to the resi stance we1di ng project

(Project 6) enabled the CWR to announce at the January 1982 meeting of the

lAB that it would move forward on that project as directed by the Board. A

request for a slight modification in the direction of Project 4 (Weld

Strength Characteri st i cs) based on research fi ndi ngs to date was approved

by the lAB.

From a CWR administrative perspective, the initial period of intense

recruiting which preceded the first lAB meeting was followed by a period of

reduced activity which lasted some six months. This hiatus was folowed by

another intensified recruiting period which brought the number of partici

pating companies to twelve by the time of the January 1982 meeting. The

dual demand of day-to-day Center administration and recruitment of new com

panies has exceeded the capacity of one person, and the University Advisory

Conmi ttee has approved the recruitment of an admi ni strati ve assi stant to

the Center Director, to be shared by the Department of Welding Engineering.

(This is another example of the benefits which accrue to the university

from the presence of the CWR.)
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provide particular research capabilities, industry representatives were

concerned that this would result in valuable research time being occupied

by building equipment which might better be purchased. As the discussions

continued, lAB members became participants in exploring the research prob

lems and concepts rather than challenging specific aspects of a particular

proposal, and the atmosphere improved substantially.

The lAB subsequently deci ded to reduce the number of meeti ngs from

three to two per year. The June or July meeting would be the Annual

Meeting at which decisions about new project funding would be made; the

1ate fall or winter meeting woul d feature progress reports. Furthermore,

they decided not to adopt any by-laws.

lAB concerns about CWR researchers interacting with corporate research

and development personnel have continued. At the June 1981 meeting an lAB

member recommended that a series of project-related workshops be developed

by the CWR. These workshops would be open to representatives from lAB

members companies. The CWR responded with a proposed schedule of one-day

workshops to report on Center projects which was presented at the January

1982 meeting. The schedule was modified to provide pairs of workshops on

consecutive days. The first pair are scheduled for March of 1982, and all

projects will conduct workshops in March and April.

For the purposes of thi s report, the period from after the fi rst

meeting of the lAB through the present time (Fall 1980 through the fourth

Board Meeting in January 1982) can be combined for discussion. The ana

lysis will focus on three perspectives: lAB activity, Center research and

Center administration.

The three meetings of the lAB have evidenced a developing pattern of

action. Resolution of the patent policy was one major accomplishment. The
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Graff. Seven proposals were presented for evaluation. The projects presen

ted for lAB discussion and selection differed somewhat from the original

group described in the NSF proposal; alterations were made primarily to

accomodate the availability of faculty due to involvement in other spon

sored research projects and teaching duties. (1) "Sensing Variables" and

(2) "Weld Solidification" were unchanged, (3) "Improving Weldability" was

repl aced by "Arc Augmented Laser Wel di ng," (4) "Strength Characteri sti cs"

and (5) "Weld Discontinuity" were unchanged. Three new research projects,

(6) "Resistance Welding," (7) "Residual Stresses," and (8) "Arc Plasma

Research," completed the proposals presented to the lAB at that meeting.

Rating and ranking was conducted after presentations by OSU faculty

and discussion of all proposals. At the time, the CWR Director asked that

"Resistance Welding" be withdrawn due to the unavailability of personnel,

but the lAB insisted that it be retained. Ratings were tabulated with and

without the votes of the three nonconmf tt.ed "observing" companies. Propo

sals one through five were selected by the official board member company

representatives. The addition of the votes of the three observers changed

the rank order, but not the content, of the "top five." The "Resistance

Welding" project, which came in sixth, was stil highly recommended by the

lAB.

Several organi zational questions were al so taken up: Patent Agree-

ment, Scheduling lAB Meetings, Membership, Bylaws, and Proposal Ratifica

tion. The Patent Agreement generated considerable discussion; lAB members

were particularly sensitive to limiting participation in the royalties to

CWR rather than the University in general. Other topics of discussion were

the matter of licensing of patents to corporate subsidiaries, and also the

relationship between date of active corporate membership and participation
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in partnershi p, In the event that the lAB does not vote to pursue the

patent, individual member companies have the right to assume costs and

benefits derived. In both the traditional university policy and the CWR

policy, the inventor has final rights to pursue the patent should all other

parties waive prior right. Once a patent is obtained by the Center, mem

bers have nonexclusive, royalty-free patent rights.

The proposal which went to NSF in April 1980 was written by McCauley

and Graff with strong administrative support from Dean Redmond, Dean Glower

and Provost Reynolds. The procedure for attracting prospective industrial

sponsors which was incorporated in the proposal differed substantially from

that originally outl ined in the planning proposal. At the recommendation

of Professor James E. John, Chairman of Department of Mechanical Engineer

ing, the plan to visit industries with a delegation from OSU was replaced

by an alternative plan used successfully by John in recruiting support for

ADML. The primary selling effort was to be done on-site at OSU, not at the

proposed sponsor's facility as originally proposed. A schedule of visits

by industry delegations brought nine prospective sponsors to OSU between

the first week of January and mid-March of 1980, when the proposal went to

typing. The schedule called for some eighteen more companies to visit by

mid-June of that year.

Discussions to formulate specific research proposals were incorporated

into the visits of candidate sponsors. While the essential research agenda

was faculty-generated and represented their research interests, the inputs

of industrial visitors were helpful in structuring the five research pro

jects which ultimately were made part of the proposal which was sent to

NSF. They were: (1) "Development of a· Means of Sensing Variables for

Automation of Arc Welding Processes," (2) "An Investigation of Weld Solidi-
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sent to NSF. It was approved and OSU began concerted preparation of the

forma1 proposal to obtai n support for a Center under the p1anni ng grant

effective October 1979.

Meanwhil e , the search committee I s efforts were effective. Among the

names whi ch the search committee recommended to Dean Glower was that of

Professor Graff, who chai red the committee. Graff was approved and began

his chairmanship in July 1979. As of the fall quarter of that year three

additional faculty also joined the department: Dr. Charles Albright, who

had thirteen years experience at Sandia Laboratories; Dr. Richard Richard

son, who had four years at Caterpillar Tractor Company; and Dr. Chou Tsai,

from a post-doctoral year at Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

Whil e the search committee consci ous ly refrained from re 1at i ng the

recruitment of new faculty to the impending formation of the Center at OSU,

at least one of the candidates was aware of the possibil ity of such a de

velopment and weighed it heavily in his decision. However, the three

report that the reputation of the department and its history of research

and teaching was the decisive attraction in their decision to join OSU,

rather than the as yet unestablished Center. As a result of the efforts of

the search committee, the Welding Engineering Department could boast by

1979 a distinguished faculty of seven highly qual ified members to support

the planned programs of the CWR.

Planning Grant Period

The formal proposal to NSF for funding of the CWR was submitted in

April 1980. In the process of developing that proposal, however, several

key issues had to be resol ved, One was the question of whether the unit

was to be a departmental or a multi-disciplinary interdepartmental center.
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CWR's structure provides for a reporting chain-of-command through a

the Oean of Engi neeri ng to the Provost. A Uni versity Advisory Committee

continually monitors the operations of the Center. The Advisory Committee

is made up of heads of selected departments in the College of Engineering

and is chaired by the Associate Dean of Engineering. There is also a Re

search Committee consisting of all research investigators currently funded

by the CWR and the Industrial Advisory Board (lAB) consisting of represent

atives of companies providing financial support.

Pre-Center Development

CWR had its origin in events both inside and outside OSU beginning in

about 1976. A national conference on "Welding Research and Development 

Problems and Opportunities" signaled a widespread recognition by industry,

government, and professional societ'ies of the need for a welding research

Center in the United States, to "compete" with well-established centers in

England, France, Germany, Japan, and Russia. The Department of Welding

Engineering at the Ohio State University (the only such academic department

in the country) seemed singularly qualified to serve the national need for

such a Center. However, at that time in its history, the department was

struggl ing to maintain this tradition. The period of development of the

Center concept and the efforts to secure fundi ng to locate it at OSU was

also a critical one for the academic department.

In July 1976, Donald Glower, Chairman of the Department of Mechanical

Engineering, was named Acting Dean of the College of Engineering and became

Dean the following fall. One of Dean Glower's initial actions was to chal

lenge the academic department heads to initiate cooperative research and

development programs with industry. For Welding Engineering, responding to
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February 1981 First industrial monitors meeting (UMass). Introduction to
faculty, facilities, review of CUMIRP Project, short
research reports, longer research seminars by all faculty.

March 1981

April 1981

Advisory committee meeting (UMass). Includes closed
industrial members' meeting.

Steering committee received faculty proposals for CUMIRP
funding in second year. Steering committee solicits
project ratings from industrial members.
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OUTLINE OF KEY EVENTS

Late 1978

Late 1978

Early 1979

May 1979

Principal investigators become aware of NSF interest in
supporting the development of cooperative industry/
university research Centers.

Discussion with faculty; faculty approves pursuing project
in principle, but with some concerns.

Faculty meetings on proposal, research interest; faculty
development abstracts of research projects.

Faculty informally contact colleagues in industry to float
cooperative project ideas.

PI's too busy to plan grant; hire director on consultant
basts (retired industry researcher in polymers).

Submit planning grant to NSF.

September 1979 Receive planning grant funding. Project director on salary
for development of CUMIRP Project.

Faculty contacts in industry used to establish highest
company contact person to receive formal letter of
interest.

November 1979 45 letters to corporate VP's for Research (from UMass
Chancellor) expressing interest in cooperative research
grant from NSF.

Director and PI's visit corporations to discuss ideas (12
companies), usually top research directors. .

Faculty meetings on response of companies and discussion of
faculty research interests and concerns.

January 1980 Meeting with companies and NSF (Logan Airport); 26 of 45
companies attended (UMass Chancellor, Dean, attorney, PI's,
and director). Discuss: focus on single research area,
preference of research area, industry straw polls, anti
trust issues, patents, freedom of information, industry
membership fees).

February 1980 PI's and project director meet to digest January meeting;
reformulate proposal of topic area.

Faculty meeting to discuss January meeting, industry
interests, and faculty interests.

PI's prepare new presentation for industry.
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will correspond to a substantial return on investment. It is still unclear

just how much i nfl uence the facul ty wi 11 wi sh to exerci se over the di rec

tion of research projects. It is aI so uncI ear how receptive the facul ty

will be to attempts by the advisory commitee to influence the direction of

their work. There is, however, an obvious potential for this to become a

significant issue.

The meetings between the faculty and student scientists and the indus

trial monitors is a particularly important aspect of CUMIRP. It is very

likely that research results useful for internal industrial projects will

be communicated through these interactions. While faculty members are open

to engaging in these periodic and special meetings, they are also concerned

with protecting their time to engage in scientific research. At this point

in the project no explicit limiting rules for special meetings have been

set. The negotiation of mutually acceptable limits is an ongoing activity

which is likely to affect the levels of satisfaction for both industrial

members and faculty participants.

The most tangible benefits from CUMIRP participation will probably

come in the form of substantive findings that can be used in ongoing cor

porate research or can lead to new internal industrial research programs.

Because the corporations participate in the consideration of the overall

research theme and in the discussion of selecting particular projects, it

can reasonably be expected that some portion of the scientific findings

will be useful to each and every company. It is very unlikely, however,

that participating industrial members will benefit from CUMIRP through the

development of new patents and the use of royalty free licenses because of

the fundamental focus of the research and equal access to the royal ty free

licensing. In fact, it has been suggested by several industrial members
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stages of the project. It is clear that in the second round of funding

more selectivity will have to be exercised in order to satisfy the advisory

committee I s desi re to focus research around agreed sci entifi cthemes.

The criteria for selection and rejection of proposals will include a

complex set of considerations around appropriateness of the research for

the agreed scientific theme, availability of a finite pool of funds, the

response of industrial participants to the proposed research projects, a

desire to maintain some commitment to innovation and risk taking, etc. The

perceptions of faculty members whose research is rejected for CUMIRP

funding is likely to affect their enthusiasm for submitting proposals in

the future. If a significant minority of faculty become alienated from

CUMIRP as a source of research funding, the entire project could be

seriously jeopardized.

The organi zational structure of CUMIRP pl aces the steeri ng commi ttee

(voting members are the principal investigators and the department head) in

a potentially difficult position. They are responsible for making funding

decisions and distributing research monies based on their scientific judg

ment and thei r understanding of the intent of CUMIRP. They are, at the

same time, peers with those scientists whose projects they are evaluating.

In recognit ion of these confl i cti ng pressures, the advi so ry committee has

already decided to establish a separate subcommittee of industrial members

only. One of the intents of this subcommittee is to segregate more clearly

the suggestions and desires of the industrial members from those of the

steering committee. It is hoped that this will minimize the potential for

intra-departmental political problems around decision-making.

It is widely agreed that the separation of administrative management

(the CUMIRP project director) and technical direction (the principal inves-
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funding comes from the private sector. Many in the department feel that a

reasonably secure balance would be perhaps 35-40% funding from industry and

60.65% funding from federal agencies. The faculty have a continuing

interest in the expansion of their scientific activities. The CUMIRP grant

alone has allowed 15 new research projects to be undertaken supporting 22

post-doctorate and Ph.D. student researchers.

One of the strengths of CUMIRP, from the faculty's perspective, is the

establ ishment of a three-year membership commitment by all the industrial

members. This commitment allows for a relatively stable research base which

is not typical on one-to-one grants from individual companies to single

faculty members. CUMIRP also has the advantage of all owi ng more autonomy

and independence of scientific jUdgement while at the same time preserving

a broad relationship with the interests of industrial participants.

The organization of industrial support within CUMIRP may serve to help

minimize the amount of time each faculty member spends in administrative

work such as writing reports, grant renewal applications, and coordinating

conferences with grant-givi ng corporations. Because CUMIRP is an organi

zation which can support a half-time project director to implement admini

stration, it has the potential for being much more efficient than a large

number of small independent grants administered by individual faculty

members.

Continuing Organizational Issues: CUMIRP is both an ongoing Center

and an organizational experiment. A number of continuing issues relate

directly to the efficacy of this particular organizational arrangement for

funding scientific research. The pertinent question here is whether or not

CUMIRP will be perceived as an effective mechanism to expand understanding

and stimulate industrial innovation, and especially whether CUMIRPwill be
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ested in furthering the growth of knowledge in polymer science and techno

logy, in understanding new phenomena, and the development of new techni

ques. MOreover, with the possible exception of one company, every indus

trial member of the CUMIRP Project already enjoyed well-established,

friendly working relationships with individual faculty members and the PSE

department prior to being approached about involvement in this new under

taking.

The particular historic development of the polymer science discipline

and the individual experience of most polymer scientists allows a certain

ease of interaction between academic and industrial scientists that may not

. be shared by other scientific disciplines. Polymer science is a young

field which largely grew out of industrial laboratories. Most polymer sci

entists still work within industrial settings, and most academic depart

ments are popul ated wi th sci ent i sts with consi derabl e i ndustri al experi

ence. Within the faculty of the UMassjPSE department, for example, the

average length of industrial research experience is seven years.

By contrast, the polymer science industry is well established and

commercially diverse, including some of the largest corporations in the

country. Several of these companies have sales in the neighborhood of

three billion dollars per year. Most of the corporations involved in

CUMIRP maintain their own internal laboratories with hundreds of scien

tists. To industrial concerns of this size, $20-30,000 a year represents

a relatively small investment. Because they are large corporations with a

diversity of ongoing research programs, any significant finding from CUMIRP

can be used by one of the internal industrial research groups.

There is a shared concern, both in academia and industry, about the

relative short supply of Ph.D. scientists trained in polymer science. For
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most like to di scuss in depth. Ratings were made by both monito rs repre-

senting each industrial member. While these ratings were originally taken

by CUMIRP program manager as a way of conveniently scheduling seminars, the

project ratings can also be taken as a rough estimate of interest in the

various research projects being conducted. For 13 of the 15 faculty pro-

jects, there was at least one monitor (and in several cases between 3 and 6

monitors) who considered that project to be of the highest priority for

discussion in greater detail. Every research project was rated as poten-

tially interesting by at least some of the industrial monitors.

The next Advisory Committee meeting was held in March 1981. A general

progress report was presented by the two PI's and the director, including

ongoing contacts directed toward recruiting new industrial members. How

ever, the most important development of the meeting was the establishment

of a private industrial caucus. The first of these caucuses was held, and

from that di scussion fi ve recommendations were forwarded to the steeri ng

committee:

1. Industrial sponsors and NSF request time on future agendas for
private meetings.

2. Industrial sponsors do not think it appropriate to try a detailed
critique at this early stage.

3. The agreement provides for quarterly reports and the advisory
committee recommends formal response. We request that a current
quarterly report be in the hands of the program monitors at least
one week before their meeting.

4. We request that program monitors meet at least 6 weeks before the
advisory committee meetings.

5. The industrial sponsors request a status report in April and they
wi11 report thei r interest on both ex i st i ng and proposed proj ects
as high, medium and low to the NSF representative. The NSF
representati ve will co11 ect comments, tally and return to spon
sors for comments. He will then forward comments to the steering
committee for discussion at the August 20th advisory committee
meeting.
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instead of the originally anticipated 12. This decision to fund all pro

posals was clearly consistent with the intent of CUMIRP to begin the first

phase of research in those areas of existing strength for faculty. It is

also clear that funding all faculty proposals helped to establish the broad

base of faculty involvement that was believed to be crucial for continuing

success.

Early Operations

The CUMIRP Project received official NSF approval in September 1980.

Shortly thereafter, faculty research projects got under way. The project

manager joi ned the PSE department as vi sit i ng professo r, and fo r conveni

ence is now called the project director.

In October 1980 the 13 industrial members of CUMIRP met at UMass.

Most had signed official agreements with the university although some were

outstanding, held up by processing in corporate legal departments. Faculty

research projects were reviewed once again; the budget was presented to the

advisory committee; and there were further discussions of the procedure for

approving papers for publication. A procedure for communicating scientific

work to industrial monitors was established. The major concerns in estab

1ishing this procedure were to ensure that all CUMIRP industrial members

had equal access to scientific progress on projects and that meetings and

other communications between industrial monitors and faculty were done in

the most efficient and least time consuming way possible. It was agreed

that regular monitor meetings would be arranged for presentations by the

faculty. Any industry desiring a special meeting with a particular faculty

member might do so through CUMIRP director's office and a meeting would be

held to which all industries would be invited to send a representative.
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absent eventually joined CUMIRP; some simply had no further interest). The

revised research plan incorporating goals and organizational structure, fee

structures, and so on, was presented along with a potential timeline for

submiss ion to NSF. Despi te the fact that some issues were not enti re ly

resolved, the industrial representatives agreed that the PI's should pro

ceed with submitting the proposal.

During this entire period, and even earlier, the office of Grants and

Contracts of UMass was closely involved in the negotiations. The office

was especially important in concerns involving various levels of admini

stration at UMass and issues of internal politics within the University.

During March 1980 the faculty re-submitted proposed research topics

and general descriptions of research around the agreed themes developed at

the February meeting. Abstracts were sent to all interested companies

soliciting their response to these research topics. Not all industries

responded specifically. However, of those that did respond, there were no

negative reactions to the proposals. By this point it was beginning to

become clear which corporations were most interested in participating. The

small (and more product and production oriented) corporations began to lose

interest. Moreover, it was those companies with whom the UMass PSE depart

ment had had the longest relationships (such as those companies involved in

the PSE Unrestricted Grants program or in individual research grants to

faculty, the member-s of the board of di rectors of the Polymer Research

Institute, and those involved in consulting relationships with individual

faculty) who were most enthusiastic about participating in the proposed

cooperative research project.

Initial faculty concerns that CUMIRP might act to diminish corporate

enthusiasm for the Unrestricted Grant fund were addressed through informal
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officials to receive a formal letter of interest from UMass. In November

1979, 45 letters to corporate vice-presidents for research were sent out

under the signature of the Chancellor of the University of Massachusetts

expressing the interest of the university in developing a cooperative

research Center. These letters were followed with visits by the CUMIRP

PI's and project manager to 12 corporations. In almost all cases, they

were directed to top research managers for substantive discussions. These

discussions included exchanges of ideas around research themes and possible

organizations for the university-industry cooperative project. The results

of these discuss ions were brought back to facul ty meeti ngs for further

discussions of the companies' responses and the interest of facul ty in

continuing with the development of the project.

The first meeting of interested parties took place in January 1980 at

Logan Airport and included high officials of UMass, the principal investi

gators and the manager of the CUMIRP planning grant, a representative from

NSF, and representatives from 26 companies. Antitrust issues and the

opinion of a consulting law firm concerning the avoidance of antitrust

problems was a major initial agenda item for the meeting. The issue of

royalty payments by parti ci pati ng i ndustri es became a serious poi nt of

contention between university officials and potential members of the

collaboration. An agreement was reached somewhat later that participants

woul d pay no royal ties.

An open discussion between industrial representatives and UMass PSE

representatives concerning possible fee structures for membership, topics

for scientific. research and the major objectives and themes for the pro

posed collaboration formed the most important part of the meeting. A

consensus was reached concerning several aspects of the eventual CUMIRP
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costs. The university will apply for foreign patents and will grant non

exclusive royalty-free licenses to such patents under the same terms and

conditions as established for U.S. patents. Corporations interested in

patents who do not share in the patent costs or who join the CUMIRP Project

at a later date may gain the same rights through payment of a pro-rated

share of costs and a one-time fee. Any royalties and fees received by the

university will be paid into a CUMIRP trust fund to be administered by the

CUMIRP Steering Committee. If royalties exceed $100,000 for any year,

these royalties will be shared by the university and the industrial members

of CUMlRP accordi ng to a pre-arranged formul a.

Pre-Center Development

Late in 1978 the principal investigators became aware that the NSF was

interested in supporting the development of cooperative relationships

between universities and industry. Shortly after becoming aware of this

interest, the PI's began discussing the idea with colleagues in the UMass

PSE department.

The faculty discussions ranged over a variety of issues and interests

regarding developing such a cooperative relationship with industry. Some

faculty were concerned that the avail abil ity of research funds from the

government might be on the decline and that it would be important to inten

sify efforts to increase the proportion of grants received from the private

sector. Moreover, many faculty were less than satisfied with some aspects

of one-to-one grants from industry.

During these initial meetings, however, there were some serious con

cernsabout the feasibil ity and potential problems of developing a center

of cooperative research with a large number of industries. Many industries
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have signed a three-year commitment to participate. Corporations have

agreed to pay membership fees of $20,000 each in the first year, $25,000 in

the second year, and $30,000 in the third year. The CUMIRP Program is

expected to increase the number of industrial members, on the average, by

two new members per year.

Steering Committee: The two principal investigators, the head of the

Polymer Science and Engineering Department (PSE), the CUMIRP project direc

tor (ex officio), and the director of the Polymer Research Institute (ex

officio) comprise the membership of this committee. This committee carries

full decision making responsibility for the apportionment of research

effort and research funds from CUMIRP and supervision of research efforts

in the administration of the CUMIRP Project. The Polymer Research Insti

tute (PRI) is the financial administration unit for grants in polymer

sci ence at UMass. Parti ci pati ng faculty come from several UMASS depart

ments, with most having at least partial appointments in the Polymer

Sciences and Engineering Department.

Advisory Committee: One representative from each participating indus

try, two representati ves from the UMass admini stration, and a representa

tive from NSF (non-voting member) work in an advisory capacity to review

and recommend policy on research programs, communication of results, pub

1i cat ions, patents, and budget and to provi de feedback on speci fi c sci en

tific projects within CUMIRP.

Faculty: All members of the UMass PSE department and PRI are poten

tial participants in the CUMIRP Project. Faculty are responsible for ini

tiating project proposals within the research areas identified by the Advi

sory Committee, carrying out research and participating in the communica

tion of CUMIRP results to the industrial members.
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staff together with UICRC management have assi sted Center eva1 uators to

develop systematic protocol s for ongoing internal assessment activities.

Currently all new Centers have these protocol s incorporated into their

grant proposal s •

The Center evaluation program has several components. In addition to

periodic sample surveys of Center outputs, organization, and communication

networks, a protocol for ongoing documentati on and descripti on of Center

evolution has been developed. Documenting the Centers serves several pur

poses. First, it is intended to be of help to the Centers themselves by

providing them with a view of where they (and other Centers) have been.

Careful documentation can help improve their ability to plan future actions

and anticipate regular cycles and changes. Second, it is of value to UICRC

management; it can he1 p identify common themes in the evo1 uti on of Centers

and lead to improved program guidance, such as is provided in the Practice

Manual. Third, it is of val ue in the development of innovation process

research generally. The Centers form an evolving population of innovative

organizations the observation of which is ideally suited to the refinement

of methods for conducti ng fi e1 d research in thi s area and improvi ng our

understanding of relationships between structure, process, and outcomes in

such organizations.

This volume represents the first systematic compilation of Center life

histories. Much of the data reported here had to be assembled by the

researchers long after the fact, and thus represent less than the optimal

currency and clarity of explanation. The versions of the histories sum

marized here represent edited versions of sometimes much longer and richer

analyses; the tradeoff between comprehensiveness and parallel exp1 i cati on

has been largely resolved in favor of the latter. Primary authorship of




